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APPENDIX I

CATALOGUE OF TVSAKKR POTTBKY FROM

HOCrr" OLD-CUB- ILTON SITUS 95 AND 'OAKS'

The following is a purely descriptive catalogue since

classification of the individual sherds into the sub-groups of

Clarke's system is largely impractical. The sherds are

therefore listed under types of decoration and motifs. The

method followed in sorting is described in the introduction

to Section II of the main Thesis. Both lists, but especially

that for the Oaks Site (section b) where the pottery was

more fragmentary, represent a maximum number of pots. A

full discussion of the typology and affinities of each find

group Is included in Section II.
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(a) Pottery from Site, Hockwold-cum-Wilton Site 93

Beakers decorated with horizontal lines.

P93.001 Rim^eck and shoulder sherds. Straight neck profile
and pronounced shoulder. Neck and shoulder appear
to be decorated entirely with horizontal lines
impressed with a fine toothed stamp, with a break
in the decoration on the shoulder. 1/5in. to ;lin.
thick. Pig. 1

P93.002 Part of rim; diam. 7in. Straight neck profile,
with a raised cordon £in. below the rim.

Decoration of horizontal lines above and below the
cordon, rather carelessly impressed with a comb
stamp. 1/5in. thick, fin. thick at cordon. Pig. 1

P93.003 Rim sherds; diam. approx. 3|-in. Similar to P93.002,
with raised cordon below the rim, and decoration of
horizontal impressed lines.

Beakers decorated with herringbone design.

Sherds of 3 beakers decorated with horizontal bands of herring¬
bone decoration, comb impressed.

Sherds of 1+ beakers decorated with horizontal bands of herring¬
bone decoration, incised.

None of these sherds large enough for overall form and design
to be determined.

Beakers decorated with ladder pattern design.

P93.00A* Sherds of Long Necked beaker; neck with slightly
convex curved profile, and rounded shoulder. Diam.
Rim, approx. 6in.; shoulder approx. 6|-in,
Decoration in two bands, apparently identical, on
neck and body; zone of latter pattern bordered by
groups of horizontal lines, above a fairly broad
cross hatched zone. Comb impressed, the stamp
evidently having been dragged in places. l/5in. to
iin. thick. Pig. 1

P93.005 Rim snd Neck sherds of long necked beaker. Diam.
approx. 8in. Sone of ladder pattern below rim and
at base of neck. Decoration, if any, of the area
in between is uncertain, but seems to include narrow
undecorated zone. Comb impressed, the stamp having
been dragged. l/5in. to iin. thich. Pig. 1
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Also sherds from up to 18 vessels decorated with comb stamped
ladder pattern, and from up to 20 vessels with incised ladder
pattern.

Beakers decorated with crescent stamu impressions.

P93.006 Rim sherds with slightly convex curved profile.
Diam. 63- - 7in. Decoration below the rim consisting
of at least three rows of crescent stamps, impressions,
?in. wide, bordered by single, horizontal, comb
impressed lines, and separated by narrow undecorated
zones. 3/1Oin. thick. Pig. 1

P93»007 Body (?) sherds, diam. approx. 5in. Decoration of
at least two rows of crescent impressions, facing
in alternate directions, alternating with three
horizontal lines, end above an area of cross
hatching, lin. thick. Pig. 1

P93.008 Rim sherds, diam. approx. 3|-in. Slightly rolled
rim, and evenly concave curved profile. Decoration
of two zones, consisting respectively of a single
and a double row of crescent impressions, separated
and bordered by single horizontal, comb impressed
lines. xin. below the rim is a double perforation,
made before firing, and probably to hold a string
for suspension, 1/5in. thick. Pig. 1

P93.009 Sherds of Long Necked beaker; diam.: rim, approx.
5?in.; shoulder, approx. 6in. Cylindrical neck,
with raised cordon |-in. below the rim, and a sharply
angled shoulder. Decoration covers the entire pot
and consists of three main bands: above the rim
cordon is a double row of creseent impressions;
over the main part of the neck is a broad zone of
vertical and oblique lines, possibly arranged in
some kind of pattern; on the shoulder are two
zones consisting of shallow, reserved bar chevrons;
and on the lower body, two zones, each consisting
of a double row of crescent impressions. Comb
impressed, rather carelessly. 1/5in. to iin. thick
at cordon. Pig. 3

Also sherds of 2 vessels with crescent impressions in zones
with horizontal comb impressed lines. Also sherds of 6
vessels with crescent impressions in zones with incised lines
or no lines visible.

Beakers with decoration including bar chevrons (where principal
design is not apparent; bar chevrons do not seem to occur,
as the dominant motif on any pot of this group).
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P93.010 Rim sherd with straight profile. Zone £in. wide
consisting of a reserved bar chevron immediately
below the rim. Incised, iin. thick. Pig. 3

Also sherds from 10 vessels decorated with comb impressed,
reserved bar, chevrons and from 15 vessels with incised,
reserved bar chevrons. In all these examples the bar chevron
is narrow and shallow, with hatched or cross hatched background.

Beakers decorated with triangles.

P93.011 Rim, shoulder and body sherds of Long Necked beaker.
Diam.: rim, approx. 5in.; shoulder, approx. 5?in.
Cross hatched zones, | to 1 in. wide below rim, and
on shoulder and lower body. Between them, on
the neck, indications of open triangles, and
multiple chevrons, possibly forming pendant triangles,
round the base. Incised. Hn. thick. Pig. 3

Also, sherds of up to 9 vessels, two of them base sherds,
decorated with comb impressed pendant triangles, and of up
to 16 vessels, including three base sherds, decorated with
incised pendant or upright triangles.

Also, sherds of up to 6 vessels, including 5 base sherds,
decorated with incised multiple chevrons forming triangles.
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Beakers decorated with lozenge panels.

P93.012 Sherds of Long Necked beaker; diam.: rim, approx.
kiin,; shoulder, approx. 5in. Cylindrical neck
with raised cordon 1in. below the rim, and a sharply
angular shoulder. Decoration in two bands, divided
at the shoulder by a narrow group of horizontal
lines. On the neck, small floating lozenge panels,
cross hatched; on the body, larger floating lozenge
panels, both cross hatched and filled with horizontal
lines. Comb impressed. Hard fabric with a

particularly glossy surface. l/5in. to lin. thick;
fin. thick at the cordon. Fig. 2

P93.013 Rim and neck sherds of Long Necked beaker; diam.
approx. irg-in. Slightly concave curved profile,
with raised cordon just below the rim. Single band
of decoration consisting of small floating lozenge
panels covers entire neck, and is bordered by groups
of three horizontal lines. Comb impressed.
i*in. thick; 3/lOin. thick at cordon. Fig. 2

P93.011+ Neck and shoulder sherds of Long Necked Beaker;
diam.: neck, approx. 7in.; shoulder, approx. 8in.
Straight neck profile, with marked shoulder. A
row of large floating lozenge panels, with pendantand
upright triangles, forms a band of decoration
covering most of the neck; two narrow zones of
ladder pattern on the shoulder. Comb impressed,
iin. to 3/1Oin. thick. Fig. 2

P93.015 Sherds of Long Necked beaker; dian.: neck, approx.
6^in.; shoulder, 7iin. Slightly concave curved
neck profile, with raised cordon, probably pushed
out from the inside, rather than applied. Two
bands of decoration, on the neck and on the body,
separated by a narrow zone of horizontal lines;
on the neck, cross hatched floating lozenge panels;
on the body, larger floating lozenge panels with
vertical hatching. Carelessly comb impressed,
the stamp having evidently been dragged in places,
iin. thick. Fig. 2

P93.016 Straight profiled neck sherds. Cross hatched
floating lozenge panels, carelessly comb impressed,
iin. thick. Fig. 2

P93.017 Neck sherd. Large cross hatched floating lozenge
Panels, incised. |-in. thick. Fig. 2
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Also sherds from up to 5 other vessels with lozenge panel decor¬
ation, cross hatched and comb impressed, and from up to 16
vessels with incised floating lozenge panels.

Beakers decorated with hexagonal panels.

P93.018 Neck and rim sherds of Long Necked beaker; diam.:
aporox. 5-6in. Cylindrical neck with a raised
cordon fin. below the rim. Decoration consists of
short vertical lines above and on the cordon, and
a single row of elongated, cross hatched, floating
hexagonal panels covering the rest of the neck.
Comb impressed. Body sherds possibly belonging
to the same beaker has a cross hatched, band or row

of pendant triangles. l/5in. thick. fin thick
at cordon. Pig. 3

Also, sherds from 2 other beakers with comb impressed elongated
hexagonal panels, and from 5 other beakers with incised elongated
hexagonal panels.

Beakers with decoration of reserved panels.

P93.019 Neck and body sherds of Long Necked beaker; diam.:
neck, approx. 5in.; shoulder, approx. 6in. Rounded
shoulder and (probably) slightly flared neck. Two
apparently identical bands of decoration on neck and
body respectively, consisting of a single row of
reserved lozenge panels against a cross hatched
ground, separated by a narrow zone, consisting of
cross hatched floating lozenge panels and small
excised triangular pits, on the shoulder. Comb
impressed. l/5in. to fin. thick. Pig. *4

P93.020 Body sherds with slightly convex curved profile.
Decoration in a broad band which includes pendant
triangles, and what appears to be a chequer pattern
of cross hatched and reserved lozenges. Comb
impressed, rather carelessly. fin. thick.

P93.021 Body sherd from just below shoulder. Decoration
of reserved lozenge panels connected by reserved
bar chevrons against a cross hatched ground. Comb
impressed. fin. thick. Pig. b

P93.022 Sherds with slightly convex curved profile, decorated
with two zones fin. to 1in. wide containing reserved
lozenge panels against a background of incised
herringbone pattern. fin. thick Pig.
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P93.023 Sherd from near base, decorated with outline lozenges,
carelessly incised and arranged, iin. thick Pig. k

Also, sherds of 2 other vessels decorated with reserved lozenge
panels, comb impressed.

Beaker with other reserved patterns.

P93.02l|. Neck and body sherds of Long Necked beaker. Decor¬
ation in two broad bands, separated at the shoulder
by a very narrow undecorated zone, and consists, on
the neck, of narrow, vertical, zig-zag reserved bands,
possibly outlining lozenge panels, and on the body
of reserved bar chevrons, all against an incised,
cross hatched ground. Near the base is a narrow
band of herringbone pattern. Fabric hard and of
particularly good quality. iin. thick. Pig. 3

Beaker decorated with unusual circle motif.

P93.025 Sherds of Long Necked beaker; diam.: rim, approx.
5in.; Shoulder approx. 7in. Roughly cylindrical
neck, with well defined shoulder. Main bands of
decoration on neck and body, separated by a narrower
band of herringbone pattern oS the upper part of the
shoulder. On the neck, upright and pendant triangles
defining a row of joined, reserved lozenge panels,
each with a circular stamp impression in its centre,
and on the body, at least two rows of circular stamp
impressions, against a ground hatched with short comb
stamp impression. These bands of decoration are
not defined by horizontal lines. The rim is
squared and decorated with short stamp impressions.
|in. thick. Pig. h

Beaker decorated with metopic patterns.

P93.026 Roughly straight profiled sherds, probably from neck.
Decoration consists of a zone with a shallow reserved
bar chevron, above what appears to be a band of
alternating decorated and undecorated panels. Appears
to be comb impressed, the comb having been dragged,
iin. thick. Pig. 3

Also, sherds of 3 vessels decorated with cross hatched rectan¬
gular panels, one of them possibly with saltire pattern.
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Comb impressed. Sherds of h vessels decorated with panels
containing jabbed and crescent stamp decoration, separated
by groups of incised vertical lines, or narrow undecorated
zones.

Handled Beaker.

P93.127 Strap handle with flattish rectangular section,
decorated with incised saltire pattern.

*lso, part of a large oval sectioned handle - end or plug,
undecorated. Coarse, gritty fabric.

Beakers decorated with finger nail decoration in association
with stamped and incised decoration.

P93.128 Neck (concave curved) and body sherds; diam.: neck,
approx. 6-|-in. shoulder, approx. 7in. Decoration of
bands of short pinched ribs, divided into zones by
horizontal incised lines. On the lower body, the
decoration is of spaced pinches. 5/16in. thick

Pig. 5

P93.029 Straight profiled sherd. Zone with reserved bar
chevron and zone of non-plastic 'crow's foot'
pinches, separated by two horizontal lines. Comb
impressed. -]-in. thick. Pig. 5

P93.030 Rim and neck sherds of Long Necked beaker. Over
most of the neck the decoration consists of small,
incised floating lozenge panels, filled with small,
oval stabbed impressions. The lower neck and
shoulder are covered with spaced, non-plastic
'crow's foot' pinches. The two bands of
decoration merge into one another, without a break
or horizontal line to define them. 1/5in. to
•iin. thick. Pig. 5
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In addition, small sherds of up to 10 vessels, carrying horiz¬
ontal comb impressed lines only, and sherds of up to 16 vessels
with incised horizontal lines only.

Small sherds from up to 13 pots carrying comb impressed cross
hatching only, and from up to 3? pots with incised cross
hatching only.
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Coarse Beaker ware with circle stamp decoration.

P93.031 fleck sherd with straight profile, decorated with three
rows of rather irregularly spaced circle stamp
impressions, above a horizontal incised line. Very
thin walled, 3/l6in. thick. Fig. 5

P93.03? Him and shoulder sherds from small beaker with
straight profiled rim, and a raised cordon -?in.
below the rim, and a rounded shoulder. Decoration
of small, closely spaced circle stamp impressions
above and below the rim cordon, and of two rows of
small circle stamp impressions against a broad
undecorated area on the shoulder. l/5in. thick;
3/1Oin. thick at the cordon Fig. 5

Coarse Beaker ware with herringbone decoration.

P93.033 Sherds with slightly convex curved profile; diarn.
approx. 6in. Covered with large herringbone pattern,
carelessly incised. ^in. thick. Fig. 5

Coarse Beaker ware with decoration of crescent impressions.

P93.03U Sherds with straight profile; diam. approx. 7in.
Decoration of closely spaced crescent impressions in
horizontal rows, without any indication of zoning.
5/16in. thick. Fig. 5

Beaker pottery with jabbed decoration.

Sherds representing about 20 pots.
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Beaker with impressed rustication.

P93.035 Rim, neck and. body sherds of Long Kecked beaker with
straight neck and rather slack shoulder profile.
Diam.: rim, approx. 5in.; shoulder, approx, 5iin.
Decoration of roughly triangular impressions,
evidently made with the articular end of a small bone,
covering the entire pot in roughly horizontal rows.
iin. thick; 3/lOin. thick at shoulder. Rig. 5

Large Beaker vessels with finger tip rustication.

P93.036 Straight urofiled sherds, diam. apnrox. 12in. Decor¬
ated with regular horizontal rows of thumb tip
impressions, pushing up the surface in crescent ridges.
Traces of 'crow's foot' impressions. Rather coarse,
gritty fabric. 5/16in. thick. Pig. 3

P93.037 Very large beaker with shallow S curved profile. Diam.:
rim, approx. 11-^in.; shoulder, approx. 12in. Height
approx. 13in. Decoration of paired finger and thumb
tip impressions, arranged roughly in vertical rows
on the upper part of the vessel, but more irregularly
further down. Dimpling rather than pinching of the
surface, though the fabric is pinched up a little
here and there. Hard, rather coarse fabric.

Fig. 6

Large Beaker vessels with pinched rustication.

P93.038 Straight profiled sherds, including rim sherd thickened
on the outside to form an inverted L shaped profile
with flat top pitted with finger top impressions.
Diam. uncertain; approx. 8in. Decoration of closely
spaced pinches, fin. thick; 7/1Oin. thick at rim.

Pig. 7

P93.039 Straight profiled sherds, including rim sherd, very
similar to P93.038. Diam. uncertain; approx. 8in.
Rim pinched around the top. Decorated with spaced
pinches, closely, but seemingly irregularly spaced.
Hard fabric containing much coarse flin^ grit.
3/10 thick; ?in. thick at rim. Pig. 7
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P93.0UO Base sherds with rather steep basal angle, diam.
approx. Uin. Decoration of closely spaced pinches.
Hard fabric with plentiful coarse flint grit. fin.
thick. Pig. 7

Smaller Beaker vessels with pinched rustication.

P93.0L1 Sherds apparently from neck, body and base of beaker.
Diam.: upper body, approx. 6-7in.; base, Uin.
Decoration of closely but apparently randomly spaced
pinches, without any break or zoning. 3/10 in. thick.

Pig. 7

P93.0U2 Neck and shoulder sherds of Long Necked beaker;
diam. at shoulder, approx. 7ir. Decorated with
closely spaced pinches in roughly horizontal lines,
iin. to 5/16in. thick. Pig. 7

P93.043 Neck/shoulder and body sherds of Long Necked beaker;
diam. at neck, approx. 5in. Decoration of pinches
in horizontal rows, fairly widely spaced. l/5in, to
3/1Oin. thick. Pig. 7

P93.0i4± Sherds of Long Necked beaker with trumpet shaped neck
and marked shoulder. Diam,: neck, approx. 5in.;
shoulder, approx. 5-6in. Decoration of closely
spaced pinches arranged in horizontal rows. Fairly
soft fabric, containing a little flint grit. iin.
thick; fin. thick at shoulder Pig. 7

P93.0U5 Rim, neck and shoulder sherds from Long Necked beaker.
Raised cordon 1in. below rim, and sharply angled
shoulder. Diam.: rim, approx. 5in.; shoulder,
approx. 5?in. Decoration of spaced pinches. 1/5in.
to zin.thick; 5/lOin. thick at cordon and shoulder.

Pig. 7

P93.0L6 Neck sherds, diam. approx. 6-7 in. Decoration of
closely spaced pinches without any sign of zoning.

Also, sherds of about 6 other beakers decorated with spaced
pinches.

Large, zoned rusticated beaker vessels
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P93.0U7 Rim sherds, diam. approx. 11 in. Thickened rim with
pinching round the top, and high horizontal ridges
below it. Probably from a zoned vessel.

P93.0U8 Sherds of very large beaker; diam.: rim, approx.
10|rin.; shoulder, approx. 1?in. Rim thickened on
the inside to form an inverted L profile, neck with
very slightly convex curved profile, and rounded
shoulder. Heavily rusticated, with a row of pinches
round the top of the rim, and with zones of at least
three pinched ribs below the rim and at the shoulder,
and of large, closely spaced pinches between, and on
lower body. Hard, evenly fired fabric containing a
little flint grit. fin. to ^in. thick; fin. thick
at rim. Pig# 8

P93.01+9 Neck and shoulder sherds of large beaker; diam.: neck
approx. 9iin.; shoulder approx. 11 in. At least four
zones of decoration, with groups of horizontal pinched
ribs on upper neck and at shoulder, with zones of
closely spaced pinches between and on lower body.
Coarse, fairly hard fabric, containing rather coarse
flint grit and grog. fin. to ^rin. thick.

Pig. 9

P93.050 Rim and neck (?) sherds of large beaker or bowl.
Diam. approx. 1l£-12in. Thickened rim with T
profile and a raised cordon 1^-in. below it. Rows
of closely spaced pinches above and below the cordon,
and horizontal pinched, ribs and a slight second
cordon below these. Pig. 9

P93.051 Rim sherds, diam. approx. 9-10in. Plain rim, with
three broad grooves below, giving the effect of two
slight cordons. Rather irregular single rows of
pinches in the grooves.

Smaller zoned rusticated beakers.

P93.05? Rim sherds, diam, approx. 7in. Slightly thickened,
squared rim, with pinched up cordon below, and a single
row of pinches between rim and. cordon. 5/16in thick.

Pig. 9

P93.053 Rim sherds, diam. approx. 6-7in. Slightly thickened,
squared rim, with a row of pinches round the top, and
a raised cordon below the rim. Between the cordon
and the rim is at least one horizontal pinched rib,
with two rather irregular rows of spaced pinches above
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the pinched rib, and another row of pinches on the
cordon. sin. to 5/l6in. thick: in. thick at

rim and cordon. Fig. 9

P93.058- Sherds of Long Kecked beaker; diam.: rim, approx.
5in.; shoulder, approx. 5?in. At least four zones
of rustication comprising three horizontal pinched
ribs at neck and on shoulder, with vertical ribs
covering the neck in between, and spaced pinches
below the shoulder, sin. thick. Fig. 10

P93.055 Neck, shoulder and base sherds of Long Necked beaker;
pronounced shoulder. Diam.: neck, if.|--5in.; shoulder,
approx. 5in.; base, approx. 3in. Zones of
horizontal pinched ribs at shoulder and round base,
with zones of spaced pinches in between. On the
neck, these are probably arranged in vertical lines,
sin. thick. Pig. 10

P93.056 Rim, neck and shoulder sherds of Long Necked beaker,
with cylindrical neck and pronounced, rounded shoulder.
Diam.: rim, approx. 5?rin.; shoulder, approx. 6in.
Decoration of two horizontal pinched ribs below rim,
and three at shoulder with closely spaced pinches in
vertical lines, almost ribs, on neck between, and
spaced pinches below shoulder. Good, hard fabric,
with smooth surface. 5/16in. thick. Pig. 10

P93.05? Neck/shoulder sherds of Long Necked beaker with
pronounced, rounded shoulder. Diam.: neck,
approx. 6in.; shoulder, approx. 7in. Zone of four
horizontal pinched ribs on shoulder, with spaced
pinches above. l/5in. to 5/16in. thiclf. Pig. 10

P93.058 Straight profiled sherd, diam. uncertain, with two
zones of horizontal pinched ribs about 1in. apart and
with three rows of impression, made with the articular
end of a small bone, between. 5/16in. thick.

Pig. 10

P93.059 Neck, shoulder and body sherds of beaker; diam.:
neck, approx. 6^in.; shoulder, approx. 7?in. Zone
of 6 horizontal bands of paired, opposed finger and
thumb nail impressions, forming flat 'ribs', with
zones of spaced 'crow's foot' pinches above and below.
|in. to 5/16in. thick. Pig. 11

P93.060 Rim and neck sherds of Long Necked beaker, diam.
approx. 6|—7in. Decoration of rows of horizontal
pinches at rim, and possibly at base of neck, with
vertical lines of 'crow's foot' pinches covering the
neck between, iin. to 5/l6in. thick. Pig. 11
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P93.061 Neck sherds of Long Necked beaker, diam. approx.
6in. Three horizontal pinched ribs at rim, with
vertical lines of spaced pinches on the neck.

P93.062 Shoulder sherds, diam. approx. 7in. Decorated with
horizontal pinched ribs and spaced pinches.

P93.063 Straight profiled neck ($) sherds, diam. approx. 7in.
Decorated with horizontal and vertical pinched ribs.

P93.06i| Straight profiled neck (?) sherd, diam. approx. 1+tn.
decorated with a double horizontal line of vertical
finger nail impressions between bands of horizontal,
flat, narrow 'ribs' of opposed incisions made
with a sliver of wood or bone.

Also, sherds from about 6 vessels decorated with horizontal
pinched ribs and vertical lines of pinching.

Sherds probably from zoned rusticated beakers.

21 sherds, including one rim sherd and one fragment of base,
from up to 15 different vessels; decorated with horizontal
flattish 'ribs'. 15 sherds from up to 6 different vessels;
decorated with horizontal pinched ribs. 9 sherds from up to
8 different vessels; decorated with vertical pinched ribs.

P93.065 Straight profiled sherds, diam. uncertain - 8+in.
Decoration of horizontal pinched ribs. Rather soft,
coarse fabric. in. to £in. thick. Pig. 11

Beaker decorated with horizontal pinched ribs.

P93.066 Neck and body sherds of beaker; neck diam. approx.
6in. Decorated with horizontal pinched ribs spaced
about iin. apart. l/5in. to :|in. thick. Pig. 11

Beaker vessels with unusual ribbed rustication.

P93.067 Straight profiled sherds, diam. approx. 5-6in.
Panels of vertical pinched ribs alternating with
narrower, vertical, undecorated panels, iin. thick.

Pig. 11

P93.068 Rim and neck sherds. Straight profile, with slight
raised cordon 1in. below the rim. Decoration consists
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of small ribs worked up with a sliver of wood or bone,
forming multiple chevrons and reserved triangles above
and below the cordon. Coarse, friable ware, containing
grog fill only. iin. thick. Pig. 11

Undecorated Sherds.

Approx. 128 small undecorated sherds. All are
apparently from Beaker pottery, and none need
necessarily be from undecorated Beakers.

k rim sherds, 57 undecorated base sherds, including
one of very thick corky fabric containing grog fill:
Beaker-like profiles 1 rim, apparently of an
undecorated Necked beaker. Two small undecorated rim
sherds of Beakers, probably not of undecocated
vessels.
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(b) Pottery from Hockwold-cum~V.ilton 'Oaks' site -

Sites 63 and 69

Beakers decorated with horizontal lines.

P69.001 Concave curved neck sherd. Evenly spaced horizontal
comb impressed lines, possibly grouped in bands.
Fairly hard ©abric containing fine flint grit. c. l/5in.
thick. Surface abraded. Fig. 12

P69.002 Rim sherd, everted and with a high shoulder. Band
of closely spaced horizontal comb impressed lines
below rim. Good, hard fabric with smooth surface.
1/5in. thick. Fig. 12

P69.OO3 Concave curved neck sherd. Evenly spaced horizontal
fine comb impressed lines. Hard fabric containing
a little flint grit, smooth faced. 3/lOin. thick.

Fig. 12

P&9.00U Rim sherd with slightly concave curved profile.
Horizontal lines made with a dragged comb stamp. Thick
walled, 5/16in. Fig. 12

P69.005 Neck sherd with slightly concave curved profile.
Evenly spaced horizontal lines, probably comb impressed.
Fabric hard, containing fine flint grit. zin.
thick. Surface much abraded.

P69.OO6 Rim, neck and body sherds of Long Necked Beaker.
Bands of closely spaced horizontal comb Impressed lines
alternating with undecorated zones of roughly equal
width. Fairly hard fabric containing flint grit,
zin. thick. Fig. 12

P69.OO7 Two sherds with straight profile. Widely spaced
horizontal comb impressed lines. Fairly hard fabric,
flaky in texture, containing a little fine flint
grit. 3/1Oin, thick. Fig. 12

P69.OO8 Rim sherd with slightly concave curved profile. Band
of incised horizontal lines below rim. Hard fabric
containing flint grit. 3/1Oin. thick. Fig. 12

P69.OO9 Base sherds, dism. c.3in. Slight foot. Horizontal
comb impressed lines, rather carelessly executed.
Fabric hard and evenly fired, containing a little
flint grit. Wall zin. thick. Fig. 12
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Short necked beaker

P63.OIO Rim, neck and body sherds. Diam. Rim, approx. Uin.;
shoulder, approx. 4?in. Short, slightly flared neck,
and ovoid body. Two main bands of decoration, on
neck and belly, each consisting of multiple narrow
zones, comb impressed, and alternately hatched and
cross hatched. Fabric fairly hard, containing a
little flint grit. 1/5in. to £in. thick. Fig. 13

Beakers with multiple chevron and herringbone decoration.

P63.011 Rim and neck sherds with concave curved profile,
covered with a multiple, horizontal chevron pattern,
comb impressed, a-in. thick. Fig. 13

P63.OI? Body sherd covered by band of at least three narrow
zones of herringbone pattern alternating with groups
of three horizontal lines. Impressed with fine
tdothed comb stamps. Hard fabric. 3/lOin.
thick. Fig. 13

P63.013 Small base sherd with slight foot. Horizontal band
of herringbone pattern above foot, impressed with
a short comb stamp. Hn. thick. Fig. 13

P63.011+ Base sherd with slight foot, decorated with shallow
zig-zag lines separated by horizontal lines. (Probably
not a principal motif) Comb impressed. Ain. thick.

Fig. 13

P69.015 Small body sherd. Horizontal bands of closely spaced
multiple chevrons, comb impressed, alternating with
reserved bar chevrons. Fairly hard Babric, containing
grog fill only. Evenly fired, iin. thick. Surface
abraded.

P63.016 Rim and body (?) sherds. Straight profiled rim with
slight internal bevel. Horizontal zones, c.1in. broad,
of herringbone pattern, comb impressed, bordered by
single horizontal lines. Hard fabric, containing
grog fill only. l/5in. thick. Surface abraded.

P63.017 Small body sherd. Horizontal band of herringbone
pattern, c.1in. broad, bordered by single horizontal
lines. Comb impressed. A-in. thick.

P63.018 Small body sherd. Herringbone pattern, comb impressed.
l/5in. thick.
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Beakers decorated with narrow zones of cross hatching.

P69.019 Neck (?) and body sherds. Bands of decoration con¬
sisting of multiple narrow zones of cross hatching,
comb impressed, alternating with undecorated zones
of less width. Fabric rather soft, but close textured,
containing a little fine flint grit. zin. thick.

Fig. 13

P69.020 Neck sherds with slightly concave curved profile.
Band of decoration consisting of multiple narrow
zones of cross hatching, comb impressed. Fabric
fairly hard, containing a little flint grit.
3/1Oin. thick. Fig. 13

P69.021 Body sherds. Band of decoration including narrow
zone of cross hatching and a broader zone of multiple
chevron pattern, comb impressed. Fabric hard,
containing flint grit. fin. thick. Fig. 13

P63.022 Rim, neck and body sherds of Long Necked Beaker.
Diam. Neck, approx, 6-6fin. At least three bands
of decoration; a broad one consisting of four zones,
each c.fin. broad, covering the neck; a shallow bar
chevron below the rim, above two zones of cross
hatching with a zone of ladder pattern between; a
narrower band of decoration on the shoulder, consisting
of a zone of cross hatching above a narrow zone of
ladder pattern; indications of a third zone on the
lower body. Comb stamped. fin. thick.

Fig. 1JU

P69.023 Rim and neck sherds, slightly convex profile.
Diam. approx, 8jm. Zone of cross hatching, fin.
broad, below rim, and another area of cross hatching
at base of neck. Comb impressed. Fabric fairly hard,
captaining much flint grit. fin. thick.^

P69.02L Neck/shoulder sherds. Zone of cross hatching, at
least fin. broad, at base of neck. Incised. Fabric
r-r ther soft, containing a little flint -rrit. l/5in.
thick. Fig. 1L

P69.025 Neck/shoulder sherds. Pronounced shoulder. Diam.
approx. Lin. Zone of cross hatching, fin. wide and
part of a broader band of decoration, at base of neck;
further band of cross hatching on upper body,
separated by a narrow undecorated zone on the shoulder.
Comb impressed. Hard fabric, containing fine flint
grit. gin. thick. Fig. 1L
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P63.026 Base sherd. Zone of cross hatching, comb impressed,
round base. fin. thick. Fig. 11+

P63.027 Shoulder sherds. Decoration similar to that of
P63.022, consisting of narrow zones of cross hatching
and ladder pattern grouped in bands of varying width.
Comb impressed. Jiin. thick.

P69.028 Neck, shoulder and body sherds, decorated with zones
of close cross hatching, ^in. broad, grouped in bands
which are fringed by small running chevrons. Impressed
with a fine toothed stamp. Hard, fine fabric containing
flint grit. I in. thick.

P69.029 Rim sherds of slightly convex profile. Narrow zone of
cross hatching below rim, above a shallow reserved
bar chevron in a broader band of cross hatching.
Comb impressed. Hard fabric containing a little
flint grit. Hn. thick.

P63.030 Convex curved body sherd. Two narrow zones of cross
hatching, flanked by triple horizontal lines, and
separated by an undecorated zone of equal width.
Impressed with a fine toothed stamp, iin. thick.

P69.031 Body sherd. Zone of cross hatching above three
closely spaced horizontal lines. Comb impressed.
Hard fabric containing a little grit. iin. thick.

P69.O32 Body sherd with markedly conves curved profile.
Narrow zone of cross hatching flanked by horizontal
lines. Comb impressed. Fairly hard fabric containing
a little fine grit. 5/l6in. thick.

P69.033 Small neck sherd with straight profile. Narrow zone
of cross hatching between undecorated zones of
uncertain width. Comb impressed. Fairly hard fabric
with much fine grit. l/5in. thick.

P69.03I+ lightly concave curved neck sherd and convex curved
body sherd. Bands of decoration consisting of narrow
zones of cross hatching and of 'ermine' pattern. Comb
impressed. Fairly hard fabric containing grog fill
only. 3/1Oin. thick. Worn surface.

P69.035 Rim sherd with slightly concave curved profile. Narrow
zone of cross hatching, superimposed on horizontal
lines, below rim, above a similar zone of uncertain
width, separated from it by a narrow undecorated zone.
Comb impressed. Hard fabric containing a little
fine grit. l/5in. to 'in. thick.
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P69.036 Small neck sherd with straight profile. Narrow zone
of cross hatching flanked by three horizontal lines.
Comb impressed. Fairly hard fabric containing a
little fine grit. 3/10in. thick.

P69.037 Small neck sherd with straight profile. Zone of
cross hatching ?in. wide above a narrow zone of ladder
pattern. Comb impressed. Hard fabric containing flint
grit. ?.in. thick.

P69.O38 Small rim sherd, decorated with a narrow zone of cross
hatching below rim, above a further zone of cross
hatching of uncertain width and separated from it by
a narrow undecorated zone. Comb impressed. Fairly
hard fabric with much fine grit. Hn. thick.

P69.039 Small sherd decorated with a narrow zone of cross
hatching flanked by groups of horizontal lines.
Comb impressed, fairly hard fabric containing flint
grit.

P63.OUO Small neck sherd decorated with a narrow zone consisting
of a row of crosses between horizontal lines. Comb
impressed. 3/5in. thick.

P69.0i4l Small sherd decorated with a zone of cross hatching
at least £in. wide. Comb impressed. Fairly hard
fabric with a little flint grit. -Jrin. thick.

P63.0h.2 Small sherd with a band of decoration consisting of
at least two narrow zones of cross hatching separated
by three horizontal lines. Comb impressed, ^in.
thick.

P63.0U3 Small body sherd with markedly convex curved profile.
Narrow band of cross hatching flanked by groups of
horizontal lines. Comb impressed. 1/5in. thick.

P6iw0i|l+ Small rim sherd with straight profile. Zone of cross
hatching immediately below the rim. Incised. Fairly
hard, evenly fired fabric containing chiefly grog
fill, but also a few pieces of fine flint gravel,
iin. thick.

Beakers with 'ladder* pattern decoration.

P63.0U5 Rim, neck and body sherds of Long Necked (?) beaker.
Diam. Neck, approx. 5-6in. Neck covered by narrow
zones of ladder pattern alternating with undecorated
zones of roughly equal width. Possible shallow bar
chevron decoration on the shoulder. Narrow band of
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similar decoration on the body. Incised. Hard
fabric containing fine flint grit. l/5in. to £in.
thick. Pig. 15

P63.OI46 Neck/shotilder sherds. Pronounced shoulder .. Pi4m.
Neck approx, 5in. Zone of ladder pattern c. ^in.
wide, flanked by groups of horizontal lines, at
base of neck. Separated from decoration of neck
and body by narrow undecorated zones. Comb impressed.
1/5in. to iin. thick. Pig. 15

P69.0U7 Small sherds, probably from neck and body. Very
narrow zones of ladder pattern separated by broad,
undecorated zones. Cuneiform jabs also. Incised.
Hard fabric containing flint grit. l/5in. thick.

Pig. 15

P63.OU8 Rim and neck sherds. Very slightly convex profile.
Band of decoration below the rim consisting of a
narrow zone of ladder pattern flanked by narrow
zones of single running chevrons. Comb impressed.
l/5in. thick. Pig. 15

P69.OI49 Small neck and body sherds. Narrow zones of ladder
pattern, together, on the neck, with a zone of 'ermine'
pattern. Presumably these zones form part of broad
bands of decoration. Comb impressed. Hard fabric
containing grog fill only. |in, thick. Pig. 15

P63.050 Straight profiled sherds from large \essel. Narrow
zones of oblique hatching in broad bands of closely
spaced horizontal lines. Impressed with large
toothed stamp. 5/16in. thick. Pig. 15

P63.051 Small base sherd with zone of incised ladder pattern
round base. 3/5in. thick. Pig. 15

P63.05P Base sherd, diam. approx. Uin. Narrow zone ladder
pattern, comb impressed, round base. 3/5in. thick.

Pig. 15.

P69.053 Rim sherd, straight profile. Two narrow zones of
ladder pattern separated by an undecorated zone of
equal width, immediately below rim. Comb impressed.
Hard fabric containing flint grit. jin. thick.

P69.05U Rim sherd with straight profile. Two narrow zones
of ladder pattern, alternating with narrower un¬
decorated zones, below rim. Eomb impressed. Hard
fabric containing grog fill only. £in. thick.

P69.055 Small rim sherd with straight profile. Zone of
ladder pattern c. ^in. wide, flanked by narrow
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undecorated zones, below rim. Comb impressed. Hard
fabric containing a very little flint grit. 1/5in.
thick.

P63.O56 Small rim sherd with straight profile. Narrow zone
of ladder pattern immediately below the rim, with a
double zone of ladder pattern below that and separated
from it by a narrow undecorated zone. Comb
impressed. l/5in. thick.

P69.057 Small sherd with straight profile. At least two
narrow zones of ladder pattern separated by an un¬
decorated zone of equal width. Comb impressed. Hard
fabric containing a little fine flint grit. iin.
thick.

P69.O58 Small body sherd. Narrow zone of ladder pattern flanked
by narrower undecorated zones, above (?) a zone of
cross hatching. Comb stomped. Hard fabric con¬
taining a little sandy grit. lin. thick.

P63.059 Small sherd, straight profile. Narrow zone of ladder
pattern flanked by groups of horizontal lines. Comb
impressed, iin. thick.

P63.O6O Small sherd with slightly convex profile. Narrow
zone of ladder pattern above a narrow zone of 'ermine'
pattern. Comb impressed. 3/16in. thick.

P63.O6I Small sherd with straight profile. Narrow zone of
ladder pattern flanked by groups of horizontal lines.
Comb impressed, spin, thick.

Beakers with circle stamped decoration.

P63.062 Rim, nec and body sherds of a Long Necked beaker,
Diam. of Neck and body, approx. 6in. Flared neck,
with slight, raised cordon near the base of it, and
fairly pronounced shoulder. Decoration on neck
consists of two double zones on upper part, each
consisting of a row of circle stamps above a narrow
zone of ladder pattern, and separated by narrow
undecorated zones, a broader band round the lower part
of the neck consisting of zones of circle stamps
and ladder pattern, a slight break at the base of the
neck, and a broad band of decoration consisting of
single and double rows of circle stamps, groups of
horizontal lines, and a broader vertically hatched zone.
Comb impressed. Hard fabric, evenly fired. 3/16in.
to iin. thick. Fig. 1I4
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P69»063 Small sherd. Single row
single horizontal lines,
evenly fired, containing

of circle stamps between
Comb impressed. Hard fabric,

flint grit. 3/1Oin. thick.

Beakers with decoration of triangles, not necessarily the
principal motif.

P63.062+ Body sherds, apparently from fairly large vessel.
Horizontally hatched upright triangles, ('calyx'
pattern) round the base, below broad zone of
horizontal lines. Comb impressed, sin, thick.

Fig. 16

P63.O65 Neck sherd with concave profile. Hatched pendant
triangle, comb impressed, lin. thick. Fig. 16

P63.O66 Shoulder sherd. Filled, upright triangle below a
group of three horizontal lines, all below an
undecorated zone. Comb impressed. 1/5in. thick.

Fig. 16

P63.O67 Body sherd. Horizontally hatched triangle and group
of horizontal lines, impressed with a fine toothed
stamp, £in. thick. Fig. 16

P63.O68 Body sherd, probably from near base. Broad zone of
narrow pendant triangles below a zone of ladder
pattern. (?) Comb impressed, win. thick.

Fig. 16

P63.O69 email rim sherd with slightly convex profile.
Reserved triangle below double horizontal line.
Suggestion of upright filled triangles to either side.
Comb impressed. l/5in. thick.

P63.07O .Small base sherd. Horizontally hatched, incised
pendant triangles round the base. win. thick.

P69.071 Sherds with straight profile. Shallow filled triangles
impressed with a large toothed stamp. Fairly hard
fabric containing a little flint grit. 3/5in. thick.
Surface slightly weathered.

P69.072 Small shoulder sherd. Small, shallow upright filled
triangles. Comb impressed. Fairly hard fabric
containing a little flint grit. ?in. thick.

P69.073 Small rim sherd with slightly convex profile. Hatched
pendant triangle immediately below the rim. Comb
impressed. Fairly hard fabric containing hardly
any grit. iin. thick.
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P69.07U Small body sherd. Horizontally hatched pendant
triangle below an undecorated zone. Comb impressed.
Hard slightly flaky fabric, containing grog fill only.
:Hn. thick.

P63.075 Small sherd with straight profile. Reserved triangle,
probably alternating with filled triangles. Comb
impressed. l/5in. thick.

P63.O76 mall neck sherd with very slightly concave profile.
Probable design of alternating filled and reserved
triangles. Comb impressed, fin. thick.

P63.077 Small body sherd, with marked convex curved profile.
Probable design of filled triangles and reserved
panels. Comb impressed, fin. thick,

P63.078 "mall body sherd with probable design of filled
triangles. Comb impressed. l/5in. thick.

P63.079 Small body sherd with probable design of horizontally
hatched and reserved triangles. Comb impressed, fin.
thick.

P63.O8O .Small neck sherd with very slightly concave profile.
Small, horizontally hatched, incised triangles.
1/5in. thick.

P63.081 Small rim sherd with slightly concave profile. Open
triangle or chevron design. Comb impressed. 3/l6in.
thick.

P63.082 Small, straight profiled sherd. Probable design
of filled triangles and reserved bar chevron. Comb
impressed. Thick walled - fin.

P63.O83 Small, straight profiled sherd with reserved triangle.
Comb impressed, fin. thick.

P63.08U Small, straight profiled sherd, with open triangle or
chevron pattern. Comb impressed, fin, thick.

P63.O85 Small, straight profiled sherd with triangle or open
triangle decoration. Comb impressed, fin. thick.

P63.O86 Small base sherds with open triangle or chevron
decoration. Comb impressed. 1/5in. thick.

P63.O87 Body sherds from near base. Open triangle or chevron
below group of horizontal lines. Comb impressed,
fin. to fin. thick.

P63.O88 Neck sherd, with slightly convex curved profile. Hatched
and reserved triangle design above and below a group
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of three horizontal lines. Comb impressed.
5/16in. thick.

Beakers on which triangles are a dominant feature of the design.

P63.O89 Neck end body sherds, of a long Necked Beaker. Diam.
neck approx. U-5in. Two identical bands of decoration,
covering heck and body respectively; each consisting
of a single row of reserved triangles in which stand
or depend, hatched bar V's, between cross hatched
panels of uncertain form. Incised. ?in. thick.

Pig. 16

P63.090 Neck and shoulder sherds of Long Necked beaker with
flared neck and pronounced shoulder. Diam. Neck
approx. 5-6in., shoulder 6-7in. Two main bands of
decoration, on neck and body respectively. On the
neck is a hatched bar chevron defining opposing rows
of reserved triangles in the lower of which are
small, hatched upright triangles. On the shoulder is
a hatched zone, c.-fin. wide, from which depends a
single row of large filled triangles. Comb impressed,
iin. thick. Pig. 16

P63.091 Body sherds; row of large, narrow, horizontally
hatched triangles. Comb impressed. l/5in. thick.

Pig. 16
P63.092 Neck and body sherds of Long Necked beakei*, with

raised cordon below rim, and a fairly pronounced
shoulder. Diam. Neck, approx. 5-6in. Shoulder approx.
6in. Two main bands of decoration, on neck and body
respectively, each consisting of a row of large,
rather narrow pendant triangles, with a narrow zone
of ladder pattern at the shoulder, and two narrow
zones of horizontal lines below the rim. Comb
impressed, iin. thick. Pig. 16

P69.093 Shoulder (?) sherds. Filled upright, and reserved
pendant triangles. Comb impressed. Hard fabric
containing some flint grit. iin. thick. Pig. 16

Beakers with open lattice decoration.

P63.O9J+ Sherds of Long Necked beaker. Diam.: Rim, approx.
6in. Shoulder, approx. 6|in. Base, approx. Uln,
Height approx. 7in. Cylindrical neck with slight
raised cordon below the rim. Pronounced shoulder.
The decoration appears to cover the entire pot
without a break, and consists of an open lozenge and
lattice pattern, rather carelessly executed, probably
with an unevenly toothed stamp. Fairly hard fabric
containing much flint grit. Evenly fired. l/5in. to
Hn. thick. Pig. 17
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P63.095 Rim and shoulder sherds. Straight profiled neck. Diam.
Rim approx. 5-6in, Cpen lattice pattern on neck and
body, possibly with a break in decoration at the
junction of neck and body. Fairly hard fabric
containing a little flint grit. ^in. thick.

Pig. 17

P69.O96 Rim, neck and shoulder sherds, mostly rather small,
of a Long Necked beaker of slack and asymmetrical
profile. Diam. Rim approx. kin, Single row of
'crow's foot* pinches round the rim; and faint oblique
finger nail impressions round inside of rim. The rest
of the vessel covered, apparently without a break,
by open lattice and triangle decoration. Very hard
fabric containing a little flint grit. iin. thick.

Fig. 17

P69.097 Neck sherd with slightly concave profile. Open
lattice pattern, comb impressed. Hard fabric
containing flint grit, 'in. thick. Fig. 18

Beakers with lozenge panel decoration.

P63.O98 Sherd with straight profile. Decoration appears to
be of horizontally elongated, hatched lozenge panels,
joined in a row. Comb impressed. 3/1Oin. thick.

Fig. 18.

P63.099 Small rim sherd, with slightly convex profile. Row
of joined hatched lozenge panels below rim. Comb
impressed, din. thick. Fig. 18

P63.100 Rim, neck and body sherds of Long Necked beaker with
very slightly flared neck and rounded shoulder.
Diam. Neck, approx, 5-6in. Two main bands of
decoration on neck and body respectively: on the
neck, a broad band of small floating lozenge panels,
with reserved lattice pattern, flanked by narrow zones
of ladder pattern: on the body, below a relatively
narrow undecorated zone, a band of cross hatching, also
flanked by narrow zones of ladder pattern. The
horizontal lines are comb impressed, the lozenge
panels and the ladder pattern impressed with a crescent
shaped stamp. Hard fabric containing a little flint
grit. l/5in. thick. Fig. 17

P69.101 Small neck and body sherds. Floating lozenge panels
decorating neck and body. Comb impressed. Hard
fabric containing some flint grit. 3/lOin. thick.

Fig. 18
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P69.102 Rim and neck sherds. Whole of neck apparently covered
by a design of floating lozenge panels, rather carelessly
incised. Fairly hard fabric with a little flint
grit. 'eathered surface. Hn. thick. Fig. 18

P69.103 Rim and body sherds. Diam. Rim, approx. 7in,; body
approx. 7-8in. Neck and body apparently covered by
floating lozenge panels, with a break in the design
on the shoulder of the vessel. Comb impressed rather
carelessly. Fairly hard fabric containing grog fill
only. Fig. 18

P63.IOU Neck, body and base sherds. Diam. body approx. 6-7in.
At least three bands of decoration: on the neck,
floating lozenge panels bordered, below at least,
by a row of triangles, and with a freak in the design
at the junction of neck and shoulder; on the body,
a similar band; and round the base, a separate band
of pendant triangles. Rather carelessly comb impressed.
Fairly hard fabric containing a little flint grit,
iin. thick. Fig. 18

P63.105 Body sherd. Design incorporating floating lozenge
panels. Comb impressed. 5/16in. thick.

Beakers decorated with hexagonal panels.

P69.106 Rim and neck sherds with straight profile, possibly
from .a straight sided vessel. Diam. approx. 7-8in.
Break in design part way down the 'neck' below which
is a band of decoration incorporating pendant half
hexagons, cross hatched, and possibly floating
hexagon panels with small floating lozenge panels
between. Incised. Rather soft fabric containing
flint grit. Worn surface, ^in. thick. Fig. 19

P69.107 Small rim sherds with straight profile. Similar
design to P69.IO6, with pendant half hexagon panels
and small floating lozenge panels between. Comb
impressed. Fairly hard fabric containing a little
flint grit. Evenly fired. Surface slightly abraded.
3/l6in. thick. Fig. 19

P63.108 Neck and shoulder sherds of Long Necked beaker with
flared neck. Diam. Rim, approx. 7in. Design appears
to cover the entire pot without a break. Floating,
cross hatched hexagon panels below a narrow zone of
ladder pattern round the rim. Comb impressed. Fairly
hard fabric containing a little flint grit.
3/1Oin. thick. Fig. 19

P63.109 Neck and shoulder sherds of Long Necked beaker. Band
decoration consisting of a single row of elongated,
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floating hexagon panels, cross hatched, covering the
neck. A. narrow break in the design on the shoulder.
Rather carelessly comb impressed. tin. to 3/1Oin.
thick. Pig. 19

P63.110 Rim, neck and body sherds. Diam. Rim, approx. 5-6in.
Slight raised cordon below the rim. On the neck ane
zones of cross hatching above and below the cordon,
but the overall design is not clear. There is a
break in design on the shoulder, and the body is covered
by a single row of elongated, floating hexagon
panels, cross hatched. Carelessly comb impressed,
with some dragging of the stamp. Herd fabric
containing a little flint grit. tin. thick.

Fig. 19

P69.111 Cmall neck sherd with slightly concave profile.
Decoration of small floating hexagon panels*
Comb impressed. Fairly hard fabric containing a little
flint grit. l/5in. thick.

P69.112 Small sherd with straight profile. Decoration of
elongated, floating hexagon panels, cross hatched.
Neatly incised. Hard fabric containing a little
flint grit. 1/5in. thick.

P63*113 "mall neck sherd with slightly concave curved profile.
Decoration of floating hexagon panels, cross hatched.
Comb impressed. ,'in. thick.

Beakers decorated with rectangular panels.

P63.11U Rim, neck and shoulder sherds of Long Necked beaker.
. shoulder, approx. 5in. Slightly convex curved

neck profile. The decoration appears to cover the
entire vessel without a break, and to consist of
three rows of large, floating rectangular panels,
vertically hatched, with a narrow zone of ladder pattern
immediately below the rim. Comb impressed. Hard
fabric containing a very little flint grit. 3,/l6in.
to iin. thick. Pig.20

P63.115 Rim and neck sherds of Long Necked beaker; roughly
cylindrical neck. Diam. approx. 7in. Single row
of floating rectangular panels below two narrow
hatched bands covering the entire neck. Possible
break in design at the base of the neck. Comb
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impressed. Rather soft fabric containing a little
flint grit, {-in, to 3/1 Oin. thick. Fig. 20

P63.116 Shoulder and body sherds. Diam. Base of neck, approx.
3in. Single row of floating rectangular panels,
cross hatched, below a narrow zone of ladder
pattern at base of neck. Incised. 3/1Oin. thick.

Fig. 20

P63.117 Body sherd. Reserved rectangular panels divided by
groups of vertical and horizontal lines. Comb
impressed. $in. thick. Fig. 20

Beakers decorated metopic designs.

P63.118 Shoulder sherd. Band of decoration of narrow, cross
hatched rectangular panels with small pendant
triangles between, below a zone of cross hatching.
Comb impressed, iin* thick. Fig. 20

P63.119 Body sherds. Decoration consists of a band of large
rectangular panels hatched across with narrow bands
of ladder pattern, alternating with narrow vertical
bands of ladder pattern. Carelessly comb impressed,
iin. thick. Fig. 20

P63.120 Two small sherds with vertical profile. Apparently
complex design, including narrow bands of alternating
panels of vertical lines and multiple-chevrons.
Impressed with a fine toothed stamp. Hard fabric
containing flint grit. l/5in. thick. Fig. 20

P69.121 Base sherd, diam. 3in. Decoration of alternating
panels of vertical lines and multiple chevrons.
Comb impressed. Very hard fabric containing some
flint grit. Evenly fired. 3/iOi-n. thick.

Fig. 20

P63.122— Small rim sherd. Narrow zone of ladder pattern above
Alternating filled and undecorated panels. Comb
impressed. 3/lOin. thick. Fig. 20

P63.123 Small shoulder (?) sherd. Design of alternating
panels above a zone of cross hatching about £in.
wide on the shoulder. Comb impressed. ;{in. thick.

Fig. 20

P69.12h :mall sherd with straight profile. Narrow panel of
herringbone pattern flanked by undecorated panels.
Comb impressed. Hard fabric containing a little
flint grit. Evenly fired. l/5in. thick.

-1
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P69.1P5 ^mall sherd with straight profile. Decoration of
alternating panels of vertical lines and herringbone
pattern. Comb impressed, fairly hard fabric
containing much fine flint grit.

Beakers decorated with designs of creseent stamp impressions.

P63.1?6 Rim, neck, shoulder and body sherds of a long necked
beaker. Piam. Rim 6in., shoulder 6|-in. Neck covered
by a single band of decoration consisting of broad
rectangular panels filled with vertical lines of
crescent stamps, alternating with narrow undecorated
panels, between narrow zones of ladder pattern,
also with crescent stamp impressions, round rim
and base of neck. Decoration on the body seems to
consist chiefly of a double zone of ladder pattern.
Incised lines bordering panels and zones. Fairly hard
fabric containing grog fill only. iin. to 3/1Oin,
thick. Fig. 21

P69.127 Neck and body sherds. On both the decoration consists
of a double row of crescent impressions bordered by
single comb impressed lines. Fairly hard fabric
containing a little flint grit. l/5in. to 3/1Oin.
thick. Fig. 21

P63.IP8 Body sherd. Decoration of closely spaced, horizontal
crescent impressions covers the entire sherd.
3/1Oin. thick. Fig. 21

P69.129 Body sherd. Double row of horizontal crescent
impressions below two closely spaced, horizontal comb
impressed lines. Fairly hard fabric containing
much flint grit. iin. thick.

P69.I3O Small rim sherd. Row of crescent impressions below
two closely spaced, horizontal comb impressed lines.
Fairly hard fabric containing grog fill only,
iin. thick.

P63.131 Body sherd. Narrow zone of ladder pattern, made
with a crescent stamp, below a band or area of
vertical hatching, and separated from it by a narrow
undecorated zone. Incised, iin. thick.

P69.132 Small rim sherd. Small rectangular panel defined by
comb impressed lines and filled with crescent stamp
or finger nail impressions. Hard fabric containing
flint grit. l/5in. to iin. thick.
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Beaker handles.

P69.133 Part of a strap handle, decorated with filled and
reserved bar chevrons. Carelessly comb impressed.
Rather soft fabric containing a little flint grit.
9/lOin. wide; £ in. thick at thickest point.

Fig. 13

P63.13k Part of a strap handle, decorated with vertical zig¬
zag lines. Comb impressed. Fairly hard fabric;
surface abraded. 13/l6in. wide, and -jin. thick at
thickest point. Fig. 13

Beakers with particularly unusual decoration.

P69.135 Sherd with straight profile. Decoration covering
entire sherd consists of equally spaced, horizontal
comb impressed lines with incised hatching between,
the direction of the hatching alternating to give an
overall herringbone design. Very neatly executed.
Fairly hard fabric containing flint grit. Smooth
faced, iin. thick. Fig. 21

P63.I36 Small sherd with straight profile. Two horizontal
rows of crescent impressions bordered by single comb
impressed lines, with a narrow undecorated zone
between, and large comma shaped stamps fringing
them, iln, thick. Fig. 21

P69.137 Body sherd decorated with a zone of crescent
impressions bordered by a single, horizontal comb
impressed line, below a zone with large floating
circle stamps filled with crescent impressions.
Traces of white incrustation in the impressions.
Very hard fabric containing plentiful, rather coarse
flint grit. 3/1Oin. thick. Fig. 21

P69.138 Small body sherds decorated with a zone of 'ermine'
pattern, and a zone oonsisting of a row of con¬
centric circles between small pendant and upright
triangles. Comb impressed. Very hard fabric
containing a little fine grit. 3/1Oin. thick.

Fig. 21

P69.139 Neck sherd with slightly concave curved profile.
Narrow zone bordered by single comb impressed lines,
containing a double row of small, neat lozenge
shaped impressions. Fairly hard fabric containing
grog fill only. 3/lOin. thick. Fig. 21
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Beakers on which stamped decoration is combined with finger
pinched rustication.

P63.1UO Rim, neck and body sherds, those from the neck having
a straight profile. Hatched zone, or zones, below the
rim. On the body, spaced 'crow's foot' pinched
rustication below at least one hatched zone about
1in. wide. Comb impressed. Hard fabric containing
flint grit. fin. thick. Pig. 21

P63.II4.I Rim sherd with slightly convex curved profile. Single
row of 'crow's foot' pinches below the rim, above a
zone of cross hatching. Comb impressed and incised(?)
fin. thick. Pig. 21

P69.II42 Small body sherd. Association of 'crow's foot'
pinches with carelessly executed, comb impressed
horizontal lines, probably in a zoned scheme of
decoration. Hard fabric containing flint grit,
fin. thick.

P63.1ii3 Small sherd with straight profile. Single, horizontal
comb impressed line, above, or below, a zone of
spaced 'crow's foot' pinches. 3/lOin, thick.

P63.1^U Small base sherd with slight foot, decorated with
closely spaced, random 'crow's foot' pinches. Traces
of comb impressed decoration above, fin. thick.

In addition, there are some 19 sherds with cross hatching
on them, too small or featureless to permit further class¬
ification. 17 of these are comb impressed, and the other two
incised.

There are 7 sherds bearing some kind of panel decoration
which cannot be more closely identified. 6 of these are comb
impressed.
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Beakers with jabbed decoration.

P63.145 Rim, neck shoulder and base sherds of Long Necked
beaker with slightly flared neck and pronounced
shoulder. Diam.: Rim, 5in.; Shoulder, 5in.; Base
3?in. Height approx. 6|-in. Decoration of random,
but evenly spaced, small comma shaped jabs covering
the entire vessel. Rather soft fabric containing
a little fine flint grit. ^in. to 3/lOin. thick.

Pig. 22

P69.1U6 Base sherd, diam. aoprox. 3in., decorated with two
rows of oblique jabs. Fairly hard fabric containing
grog fill only. iin. thick.

P69.147 Body sherd with markedly convex profile, decorated
with small, irregular circular impressions. Fairly
hard but slightly flaky fabric containing a little
flint grit. fin. thick.

P69.IU8 Small sherd decorated with small, closely and evenly
spaced jabs. Hard fabric containing flint grit,
iin. thick.

P69.1U9 Straight profiled sherd decorated with small, evenly
and closely spaced cuneiform jabs. Fairly hard
fabric containing plentiful flint grit. 3/1Oin.
thick.

P69.150 Shoulder sherd, decorated with rows of small cuneiform
jabs. Fairly hard fabric containing grog fill
only. ^in. thick.

P69.151 Sherd with roughly straight profile, decorated with
rows of closely spaced, small irregular impressions,
possibly made with a toothed stamp. Hard fabric
containing flint grit, some of it coarse.
3/lOin. thick.
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Small rusticated beaker vessels with 'crow's foot' and plastic
pinched decoration.

P69.15? Rim sherds and others, all with roughly straight
profile. Rim is plain, with internal bevel.
Decoration of small pinches in horizontal rows
about -|in. apart, soft fabric containing a little
flint grit. 1/5in. to fin. thick. Pig. 22

P63.153 Rim and body sherds, apparently from a necked beaker.
Diam. rim approx. 5-6in. Neck covered with small
pinches, fairly evenly spaced; the lov/er part of
the body of the vessel seems to be decorated with
pinches arranged in vertical lines, the break in
design coming on the shoulder. Hard fabric con¬
taining grog fill only. iin. thick. Pig. 22

P63.15h Rim and shoulder sherds of necked beaker. Decoration
of closely spaced pinches. There appears to be a
break in decoration on the shoulder, below which the
pinches are arranged in roughly vertical lines,
iin. to 3/lOin. thick. Pig.22

P69.155 Small sherd with roughly straight profile.
Decorated with small, 'crow's foot' pinches, closely
spaced and arranged in vertical lines. Hard fabric
containing grog fill only. 1,/5in. thick.

P69.I56 Two small sherds with slightly concave curved profile.
Decoration of small 'crow's foot' pinches, closely
spaced and probably arranged in vertical lines.
Pairly soft fabric containing flint grit. ^in. thick,

P69.157 Probable base sherd. Decoration consists of vertical
rows of closely spaced crescent ridges, pushed up
with the thumb nail, and opposed finger nail impress¬
ions. Fabric fairly hard, containing a little
flint grit. Inside surface almost entirely gone,
fin. thick.

P69.158 Neck and body sherds, apparently of a necked beaker.
Decoration of small and closely, but randomly, spaced
pinches, fairly hard, slightly flaky fabric con¬
taining a little flint grit. 3/1Oin. thick.

Pig. 22

P63.159 Small, thick sherds decorated with 'crow's foot'
pinches, fairly closely spaced, fairly hard fabric
containing a little flint grit. 5/16in. to fin.
thick. Possibly from a large vessel.
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P63.160 Straight profiled sherds decorated with closely
spaced pinches, possibly arranged in vertical lines.
5/16in. thick.

Larger rusticated vessels with pinched decoration.

P69.161 Rim sherd, convex profile and plain, squared rim.
Horizontal rows of paired finger tip impressions,
producing a dimpled rather than pinched effect.
Hard fabric containing flint grit, some of it coarse.
5/12in. thick. Pig. 23

P63.162 Base sherd, diam. approx. 5in., and neck or body sherd
with straight profile, diam. approx. 6in. Decoration
of closely spaced pinches, possibly arranged in
vertical lines on the neck. 3/16in. thick.

Pig. 23

P69.I63 Rim sherd with very slightly convex curved profile
and squared rim. Decoration of spaced pinches.
Hard, rather coarse fabric, with coarse flint grit
and grog visible on the surface. 3/lOin. thick at
rim, iin. Not certainly from a large vessel.

Fig. 23

P69.16I; Base sherd with slight foot, and concave profiled
neck (?) sherds. Decoration of horizontal rows of
closely spaced pinches. Hard, rather brittle fabric
containing a little flint grit. fin. thick Surfaces
abraded. Pig. 23

P69.I65 Large sherd with slightly concave curved profile,
diam. approx. 6-8in. Decoration of closely spaced
pinches. Very hard fabric containing grog fill
only. 3/1Oin. thick. Pig. 23

P69.I66 Base sherd, diam. approx. ifin. Decoration of closely
spaced pinches. Hard fabric containing flint grit,
iin. thick. Pig. 23

Large rusticated vessel decorated with finger tip impressions.

P69.I67 Sherds of a large, slack profiled beaker or bucket
shaped vessel. Decorated with pits and slight
crescent ridges produced by thumb impression.
Fairly hard fabric containing fine flint grit.
2/5in. thick. Pig. 2h
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Rusticated vessels with clubbed rims.

P69.168 Rim sherd of coarse, thick walled vessel. Rim
thickened to form heavy T profile, and decorated with
finger tip impressions, ^airly hard, coarse fabric
containing coarse flint grit. Vir^ thick, rim, gin.
thick. Pig. 2b

P63.I69 Rim/neck sherd with straight profile. *Rim thickened
on outside and decorated with large pinched bumps;
below this, a row of large, roughly square bumps
pinched from four sides. ?/5in. thick. Rim,
9/16in. thick. * Fig. ?b

Rusticated vessels with ribbed decoration; indications of
zoning,

P69.170 Rim sherd with straight profil . "Decoration of vertical
lines of pinches, closely spaced to form ribs, and
divided into two zones by a narrow break 1in. below
the rim. Hard fabric containing grog fill only.
2/5in. thick. Fig. 2b

P69.171 Neck and body sherds of a large necked beaker.
Pronounced shoulder and straight profiled neck.
Pinches on the neck appear to be closely spaced,
but random; the body is decorated with low, vertical
pinched ribs, rather carelessly executed. Hard
fabric containing flint grit. 3/lOin. thick.

Fig. 2b

/ P69.172 Rim sherd with straight profile and slight internal
bevel. Immediately below the rim, a row of crescent
ridges pushed up with the finger nail, and below this,
flattish pinched ribs. Hard fabric containing flint
grit. 3/1Oin. thick, rim 7/16in. thick. Fig. 2b

P63.173 Shoulder sherd with pronounced convex curve. On the
shoulder, a single row of spaced pinches, and below it,
vertical lines of paired finger nail impressions

forming flattish ribs. 3/lOin. thick. Fig. 2b

1
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Zones (?) rusticated vessels incorporating square pinched bumps.

P69.17U Rim and neck sherd, the lower neck having a roughly-
straight profile, and the rim being internally
bevelled and slightly incurving. Piam. Rim, approx.
8in. Two rows of square bumps pinched from four
sides immediately below the rim; below this, vertical
lines alternately of upright and oblioue spaced
pinches. Hard fabric containing fine flint grit,
gin. thick.

P63.175 Small sherd with straight profile. Vertical rows,
alternately of closely spaced pinches, forming ribs,
and square bumps, up from four sides. 2/5in. thick.

Giant, zoned rusticated beaker.

P63.176 Neck, shoulder and body sherds. Straight neck profile
pronounced shoulder. Diam.: neck, approx. 8in.
shoulder, approx. 8^in. Decoration of vertical
pinched ribs on neck and body, divided on the shoulder
by an undecorated zone and horizontal incised lines.
7/16in. thick. Fig. 25

P63.177 and neck sherds. Roughly straight neck profile,
swinging out slightly to shoulder (?). Rim diam.
approx. 11 in. Height of neck approx. 5iin. Three
horizontal lines of pinches forming ribs below the
rim; the rest of the neck covered by vertical lines
of closely spaced pinches, fin. thick. Fig. 25

P63.178 Large shoulder sherd. Biam.; neck, approx. 7in.;
shoulder, approx. 9 - 9{in. Horizontal, non-plastic
'ribs' on the shoulder, above similar vertical
'ribs' all formed of paired, opposed finger and thumb
nail impressions. -Smooth, black fabric containing
flint grit and with a smooth, slightly glossy surface,
fin. thick. Fig. 26

P69.179 Rim and neck sherds, with internally bevelled rim
and with a slightly concave curve in the profile
near the base of the neck. Biam. Rim, approx. 8 - 9in.
Decoration on the neck divided into at least four
zones; or more rows of spaced pinches below the neck,
and another zone of spaced pinches in the middle of
the neck, alternating with two rows of long, maggot¬
like impressions, probably made with a bone. Fairly hard fab¬
ricontaining a little flint grit. 3/lOin. to fin.
thick. Fig. 25
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Zoned rusticated beaker of small or average size.

P69.180 Rim and neck (?) sherds with straight profile. At
least two zones of decoration; a narrow zone of
vertical ribs immediately below the rim, above a
zone of horizontal ribs, the ribs being small,
probably worked up with 8 sliver of bone or wood
rather than pinched up with the finger and thumb.
Rather soft fabric containing a little flint grit.
Ring built; the sherds are broken along the line of
a coil. 1/5in. thick. Fig. 22

P63.181 Rim and neck sherds with slightly convex profile.
Rim diam. approx, 7in. Two horizontal pinched ribs
below the neck, above a zone of vertical lines of
spaced pinches. Rather soft fabric containing flint
grit. 3/1Oin. thick. Fig. 25

P69.182 Two small sherds with straight profile. Horizontal
flattish 'ribs', delicately incised with a sliver
of bone or wood, or possibly with the finger nails,
and a zone of spaced 'crow's foot' pinches. Hard
fabric containing a little flint grit. 1/5in. thick.

P63.I83 Small sherd with slightly convex curved profile.
Horizontal pinched rib above zone of closely spaced
pinches, iin. thick.

P63.18U Small sherd with straight profile. Row of small,
horizontal pinches, closely spaced, bfclow a zone of
closely spaced vertical pinches. l/5in. thick.

P63.I85 Small sherd with straight profile. Horizontal
flattish pinched rib, above a zone of vertical rows
of closely spaced 'crow's foot' pinches. Jfin. thick.

P63.186 Small sherd with slightly concave curved profile.
Zone of closely spaced pinches, and a zone of at least
two flattish horizontal pinched ribs. in. to 7,-in.
thick.

P69.I87 Small sherd with straight profile. Row of horizontal
pinches, closely spaced, and indications of a zone
of vertical pinches, iin. thick.
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Sherds with ribbed decoration, probably from zoned rusticated
vessels.

P63.188 Small base sherd, footed, with horizontal pinched
rib. iin. thick.

P63.I89 Small shoulder sherd with markedly convex profile.
Decoration of horizontal pinched ribs. 3/16in. thick.

P69.190 Small sherd with straight profile. wlattish,
horizontal pinched ribs. Rather soft, flaky fabric
containing a little flint grit. ^-in. thick.

P69.191 Base sherd decorated with horizontal pinched rib.
Fairly hard, but flaky fabric, containing grog fill
only. iin. thick.

Sherds with ribbed decoration, probably from large zoned
rusticated vessels.

P69.192 Small, thick sherd decorated with horizontal pinched
ribs. Hard fabric containing flint grit. ^in. thick.

P69.193 Small, thick sherd decorated with closely spaced,
horizontal pinched ribs. Hard fabric, containing a
little flint grit. -jrin. thick.

P63.191+ Small, thick sherd with slightly convex curved profile;
decorated with closely spaced horizontal pinched ribs.
3/1Oin. to 7/16in. thick.

P63.195 Thick sherds with slightly concave curved profile;
decorated with closely spaced horizontal pinched ribs.
7/16in. thick.

P69.I96 Small, thick sherds decorated with flattish horizontal
ribs, similar to P69.197. Hard, slightly flaky fabric
containing coarse flint grit, unevenly distributed,
fin. thick. Fig. 26

P69.197 Large, thick sherd, decorated with slight horizontal
ribs formed between paired finger tip impressions.
Hard fabric containing flint grit. 7/16in. thick.

P63.198 Sherd with very slightly convex curved profile,
decorated with vertical pinched ribs. gin. thick.

P63.199 Neck and body sherds, the neck having a slightly concave
curved profile. Diam. of body at widest point,
approx. 6Jj:in. Decoration of widely spaced vertical rows
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of 'crow's foot' finger nail impressions, giving the
impression of non plastic ribs on neck and body.
Possibly zoned. Fairly hard, rather sandy textured
fabric. 5/16in. to ^in. thick. Fig. 26

Vessels with non-plastic rustication - horizontal bands of
paired finger nail impressions.

P63.200 Sherd with very slightly convex curved profile.
Decoration of horizontal bands of paired, opposed
finger nail impressions, fin. thick. Probably from
a large vessel. Diam. approx. 9in. Fig. 26

P63.201 Neck and shoulder sherds; slightly concave curved
neck profile, with pronounced shoulder. Both
decorated with closely spaced horizontal rows of
paired, opposed finger nail impressions. No
indication of zoning. 5/l6in. thick. Fig. 26

Rusticated vessels decorated with finger nail incisions.

P63.202 Rim and neck sherds of Long Necked beaker. Decoration
of finger nail impressions grouped in pairs (non-
opposed) 7<in. to fin. thick. ^ig. 26

P63.203 Neck/shoulder sherd (?) with concave curved profile
and marked thickening at the shoulder. Decorated
with spaced finger nail impressions. 5/16in. to
£in. thick. Fig. 26

P69.20U Small sherd with slightly concave curved profile;
decoration of two rows (at least) with a horizontal
ridge in between. Fairly hard fabric containing a
little coarse flint grit. :?in. thick.

In addition, the 'Oaks' site has produced 92 small sherds bearing
spaced, finger pinched decoration.
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Undecorated sherds

c. 152 sherds of beaker or probable Beaker pottery, identified
by similarity of fabric to decorated beaker sherds found on
the site. This includes coarse and relatively fine wares,
but mostly coarse. No examples of completely undecorated Beaker
vessels known for certain from the site.
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APPENDIX II

BEAKER DOMESTIC SITES IN BRITAIN

This is not intended to be an exhaustive catalogue, though

it aims to list all the East Anglian sites known, and the

important sites and all or most of the published ones else¬

where. It includes several groups of sherds which seem to be

domestic, but for which no features to indicate domestic occupa¬

tion were recorded at the site of the find.

In the first column are listed the locations of the finds

as precisely as possible, with the parish or district given

first, and the find spot following; the second column contains

information in brief about the material from the site; the

third, information about the site itself; and the fourth,

published references and/or the present location of the material.

The numbers prefacing each find are chiefly for cross reference

with the distribution maps, Text Figs. 8, 9, 10.

Section f. comprises domestic sites where the pottery is

too fragmentary to be closely identified, sites which have been

published in note form and of which the writer has no first

hand information, and sites where the domestic character of

the find is in doubt.
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(a) AOC AND EUROPEAN BELL BEAKER

SITES

ENGLAND & WALES

FINDS CIRCUMSTANCES REF.

Anglesey

1 Newborough
Farren
SH/396645

Buckinghamshire

2 Saunderton,
Lodge Hill

Dorset

48 Maiden Castle

AOC E Beaker,
incl. 'crow's
foot' rust &
cardium impressed
sherds. Numerous
undec. sherds. 2
sherds Necked
beakers. Flints,
incl. cores &
flakes. 'Pot
boilers'

A few sherds E

beaker; non-
plastic rust,
sherds, chief
'crow's foot'
dec. Flints.

E & AOC Beaker

Collection from
shell mounds &
dunes.

Griffiths 1956;
1957 72

Scattered through¬
out mound of
round barrow.
1 sherd Grooved
Fare also found.

Head 1955
51

Chiefly from dit- see under
ch of neo. Long L.N. Beaker
M ound.

3 Tarrant
Launceston,
Crichel Down
Barrow 11

Hampshire

19 Southbourne
Rowbury

Lancashire

98 'alney Island

AOC & E Beaker
incl. rust,
sherds with
finger tip &
'false cord'
dec.

From mound of
round barrow,
& from small
circular pit
cut by barrow
ditch.

Piggott S.
& C.M. 1941+
54 ff.

,2
E. Beaker, incl. Found during Calkin 1951
sherds with laying of water 62, P1.I:cl
'crow's foot' main; probably 5,6.

& jabbed rust. domestic group.

AOC Beaker. From shell mid- Cross 1938;
Sherds of several den; one of a 1939; 1942.
vessels, incl. series on 25 foot

beach. Extensive
scatter of flints
of late neo/
Beaker type on
old land surface
but not much not.t.erv

'crow's foot
rust & undec.
ware. Flints.
A. bone
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SITES FINDS CIRCUMSTANCES RSF.

Lincolnshire

1+ Crosby Warren AOC Beaker
sherds.

Flints.

Surface collec- Riley 1957
tions from valley 1+6, 51, Fig. 6
near Risby "arren.B.M.

5 Manton Warren

6 Normanby Park

5k Risby Warren

Norfolk

60 MethwoId

Nor thumberland

7 Old Yeavering

8 Ross Links

Somerset

AOC 45 Beaker,
incl. finger
nail impressed
sherds. L.N.
Beaker (S3?)
also. Flints

AOC & undec.
Beaker, - few
sherds only
among Ebbsfleet
ware. Flints.

A few sherds
AOC & E Beaker.

A few AOC, E, <%
undec. sherds.
Small frags,
burnt bone.

AOC & E Beaker
incl. "crow's
foot" rust
sherds. Flints

Site 6 miles S.
of Risby Warren.
Surface collec¬
tion from small
area. Similarly
localised finds
of Grooved Ware

50 yds. away.

Sandpit. Finds
came from dark
coloured layer
of sand

see under L.N.
Beaker

Scattered finds
in shallow pockets
of soil. Found
during excavation
of Saxon site.

Numerous surface
finds. Old land
surface among
coastal dunes

Riley 1957
1+6; 1+9, Fig. 5

B.M.

Scunthorpe &
Lincoln Museums

Riley 1957
UU; 53, Fig. 8

Tait 1965
15f.

Brev/is &
Buckley
1928.

A few AOC sherds see under L.N.
Beaker

69 Brean Down

Sussex

9 Brighton,
Whitehawk Camp

AOC & E Beaker
sherds strati¬
fied below L.N.
Beaker.

see under L.N.
Beaker

E. Beaker, incl. Causewayed camp
jabbed & 'crow's Beaker finds from
foot' rust. pit, hearth near
sherds. A few pit, & from fill
flints. A. bone of ditch nearby

stratified above
""Western' nerr.

pottery in ditch.

ApSimon et
1961.

al.

Curwen 1934.
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Wiltshire

86 Avebury G55

10 Downton

12 Flamborough
Head,
Beacon Hill.

13 Garton

AOC A E Beaker;
sherds of up to
6 beakers.

see under L.N.
Beaker

AOC A E Beaker, Bite in hollow
incl. jabbed and on sand & gravel
finger nail terrace. Post
impressed sherds.holes, hearth A
A few flints. A pits associated
bone.

90 Windmill

91 Winterslow,
Easton Down

Yorkshire

11 E. Cleveland,
Barnby Howe
II.

A few AOC A E
Beaker sherds.

E A W/MR sherds

A few Beaker
sherds, incl.
1 AOC beaker A
several with
'crow's foot'
rustication.

with scatter of
Beaker finds.
Alongside Peter¬
borough neo.
site.

see under L.N.
Beaker.

see under L.N.
Beaker.

Below ploughed
out round barrow.
Associated with
cluster of
shallow pits.

AOC A K Beaker Site in hollow
sherds. Flints; on cand 5b
chiefly scrapers gravel hill.
A flakes.

A few AOC A E
Beaker sherds.
Flints.

Beaker finds
associated with
hearth A oval
setting of post
holes; strati¬
fied above
Heslerton A
Ebbsfleet ware.

Site on sand A
gravel hill.
Beaker finds
associated with
pit dug through
occupation layer
with Grimston A
Mortlake ware.

Rahtz 1962

Aehbee A
ApSimon 1958,

Whitby

Moore 1986

Scarborough
Museum

Manby 1958 a,
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1h Helmsley,
Antofts
Windypit

15 Helrasley,
Ashberry
WindyJ)i t

16 Helmsley,
Bucklands
Windypit

SCOTLAND

Argyll

16 Ardnamurchan
Sana Bay.-

13 Coll

20 Tiree

Ayrshire

21 Irvine Bay,
Shewalton
Sands.

Caithness

22 Freswick

AOC & undec.
sherds. A few
flints. A bone.

Sherds of 6
AOC beakers, one-
decorated with
circle stamp
impressions. A
few flints. A
Bone.

A fissure cave

Finds associated
with hearth.

Fissure cave.

Most of finds
associated with
thick band of
charcoal & burnt
stone in fill of
fissure.

Hayes & Rutter
1965.
Scarborough
Museum.

Ibid.

A few sherds of Fissure cave. Ibid.
AOC Beaker.
Several flints
Much A. bone

E. Beaker &
coarse ware.

Also Grooved
'."are

Beaker pottery
associated with
two of a series
of hearths and
piles of A. bone
in several inter¬
connecting fissures.

A few AOC Beaker
sherds. Flint
& basalt imple¬
ments & flakes.

AOC Beaker
sherds.

AOC Beaker,
incl. circle
stamped sherds.

AOC Beaker
sherds.

Finds from lower
of two occupation
layers in exten¬
sive shell midden.

Coastal site on

W. shore of
island.

Site on W.
of island.

shore

Coastal site.

Coastal site,

Lethbridge
1927.
Mitchel 193h
II46.

Mitchel ^93^,
1i+6.

Mitchel ^93b
1i|6
Beveridge 1903
PI. opp. 176

P.S.A.S.
LXVIII (1933)
179.
Lindsay Scott.
1951. 73

Ibid.

73.
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Dumfriesshire

23 Lockerbie,
Kirkburn.

AOC Beaker,
incl. * crow's
foot' rust,
sherds. Flints:,
chiefly waste,
many burnt.

X. Lothian

2k Dunbar,
Hedderwick.

Beaker finds aeeoc-Cormack
iated with 6 small
pits. Scattered
stake holes. est-
ern' neo sherds
associated with
other features.
Later flat ceme¬

tery on site

1963

Wind eroded site
on S. bank of
Tyne estuary.

25 Sullane,
Archerfield
Estate. (N3). 1 sherd

with 'crow's
foot' rust.
Flints: Bone
* spatula e' 4
pin. A. bone
Grain Impression
- Naked Barley.

?6 North Berwick AOC 4 : Beaker,
incl. undec,
sherds 4 1 with
finger nail
impressed rust.
Flint & stone
implements &
flakes. Bone
point A
spatulae'. A.

bone. Impression
of naked barley.

AOC & K Beaker,
incl. finger
nail impressed
A 'crow's foot'
rust, sherds.
Sherds of late
neo. pottery
also. Flints.

AOC 4 X Beakerj 2 small patches
also S.N. Beaker of blackened sand,

Callander 1929
35.

Curie 1908,

approx. 12' x 9f»
close together on
shell mound above
raised beach. A
third site produced
most of the S.N.
Beaker.

2 large, thick
shell middens,
30 yds. apsrtj
one contained
a well defined
hearth. Both
produced very
similar material.

Cree 1908.
Arch. LXII
(1910) 3L9 f.

Fife

27 Leuchars,
Brackmont
Farm.

28 Tentsmuir

Surface scatter
from field.

AOC A E Beaker,
incl, undec.
sherds 4 1 with
cardium impressed
dec.

AOC 4 S Beaker Chiefly surface
incl. a few finds from sand
finger nail rust bunkers in the
sherds. region of

Longworth et
al. 1967.

Ibid.
Ritchie 1929
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Wigtownshire

?9 Luce Sands

IRELAND

Co. Dublin

96 Dalkey
Island

Co. Limerick

30 Lough Crur,

31 Lough Cur,
Rockbarton
Bog.

AOC & E Beaker,
incl. undec.,
cardium imp¬
ressed, finger
nail impressed
& pinched rust,
sherds. Flints

AOC & E Beaker

E(?) Beaker,
incl. undec.

sherds & a

few with finger
nail 8c 'crow's
foot' rust.
Flints. Bone
'spatulae'.

Callander
1929. 66

Lindsay Scott
1951
73
Mclnnes 19614-.

Unstratified
finds from
several sites
among the dunes
Other prehistoric
pottery of many
types.

see under L.N.
Beaker

Multi-phase settle- O'Riordain
ment. Beaker
material cannot
be related
directly to any
structures, but
is roughly strat¬
ified in relation
to neo and B.A,
features.

195U.

E(?) Beaker,
incl. undec.
sherds, large
vessel with
impressed dec.
8c 2 sherds with
finger nail
impressed rust.
A few frags,
flint, some burnt.

(*>) WESS EX/MI DDL RHINE BEAKER

3 small deposits,
at least 2 of
them hearths,
sunk in the peat;
one of them built
up with stones.

Mitchel 8c
O'Riordain
19U3

SITES ill
Wiltshire

91 Winterslow, A few W/MR(?) see under L.N.
Beaker sherds. Beaker.
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(c) NORTH BRITISH/MIDDLE RHINE BEAKER SITES (?)

Gloucestershire

36 Barnwood N/MRC?) Beaker,
incl. jabbed &
pinched
(ribbed?) rust,
sherds. A few
flints. Incl.
triangular fiat
flaked point.

Pound during
gravel digging,
in a trench
sealed below top-
soil, with iron
slag 4 burnt soil
Disturbed domestic
deposit?

Clifford
1961+

(d) BARBED " JIV AND VA.' T ANGLIAN BEAKER CITES

Cambridgeshire

1+5 Shippea Hill BW sherd
Plantation
Farm

see under L.N.
Beaker

Essex

32 Clacton,
Lion Point

33 Dovercourt

3U Walton-on-
the-Naze,
Stone Point.

BW Beaker, incl.
finger tip imp¬
ressed A 'crow'®
foot' rust,
sherds, & at
least L vessel
with pinched
ribs. Flints.
A. bone. Lumps
of burnt clay.

EA Beaker, incl.
non-plastic rust
pottery. Flints,
some burnt,
mostly waste A
small cores.

Lumps of fired
clay.

submerged surface. Hazzledine
Small pit, 3' diam. Warren 1912.
4 1' deep.
'Western* neo. &
Grooved Ware
from same area.

et al. 1936.
Smith I.F.
1955.

Submerged surface
'Floor' of Beaker
occupation debris,
approx. 30' diam.
'Western' neo.
site nearby.

Hazzledine
Warren 1912
et al. 1936.

B.M.

KA Beaker, incl. Submerged surface. Ibid,
non-plastic rust 'Floor' similar to
pottery. Large Dovercourt site. B.M.
quantities flint Remains of hurdle-
mostly waste A like objects of
small cores, some wattle lying flat
burnt. Lumps of on old surface,
burnt clay.



ix

35 Shoebury EA & BW Beaker, From gravel quarry;Clark J.G.D.
incl. undec. & exact circumstances 1936 20
non-plastic rust.not recorded. Robertson-
sherds. Probably Mackay 1961

domestic. Colchester Mus.

Norfolk

37 Eccles,
Overs Heath

56 Edingthorpe

38 Hoe
TF/98UI7I

XA & BW Beaker,
incl. jabbed
rust. ware. A
few sherds only
Flints, chiefly
scrapers, flakes
& cores.

61 Runeton
Holme

A few sherds EA
Beaker

Sherds of up to
6 EA beakers.
Flints. Lumps
of burnt clay.

EA Beaker

Layer of 'pot
boilers' 6" deep;
one of a series
of deposits
associated with
shallow, water
filled pits,
some of which
were apparently
deepened artific¬
ially.

Sites 8 (mixed
group; 2 hearths),
15» & 2(?) see
under L.N. Beaker,

Layer of 'pot
boilers' up to
6" deep; one of
series on either
side a tributary
of the R. Wensum.

see under L.N.
Beaker

Apling 1931

Apling 1931

39 witton EA Beaker; Surface finds in
sherds of pinched pLough; probably
& ribbed rust. a domestic group,
beakers.

unoub.
N.C.M.

Suffolk

UO Eriswell EA Beaker; a few
Foxhole Heath sherds. Flints.

Associated with
patch of black
soil in plough.
Flints & 'pot
boilers' in
vicinity.

Unpub.
Mildenhall
Museum.
C.A.M,



X

Suffolk

Gt. Bealing, E & B" Beaker,
'The Rookery' incl, undec. &

'crow's foot'
& 'false cord'
rust, sherds.
Flints. Lumps
of burnt clay,
incl. one with
grain impres¬
sions.

From mound excav, Unpub.
by Major E.C. Moor. Ipswich
No record of any Museum
features or

stratigraphy.
'Western* neo 4
Grooved '"are sherds
& ^lints, also.

Sussex

k2 Belle Tout EA Beaker, incl.
sherds with
'crow's foot'
& 'false cord'
rust, (approx.
80/o of total).
Flints.

2 intersecting
rectangular earth¬
works; area
enclosed origin¬
ally approx. 3i
acres. Bitch of
one enclosure
inside bank.
Appears to have
been recut.
Possible circular
settings of post
holes inside,
approx. 10' diam.

Toms 1912.

Inf. R. Bradley
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(e) LONG NECKED AND SHORT NECKED BEAKER SITES

SITE FINDS

ENGLAND AND WALES

CIRCUMSTANCES REP,

Cambridge shire

h3 Chippenham I

hU Chippenham V

Derbyshire

L6 Stenson

L.N. Beaker (S2?)Scattered on
incl. pinched & surface below
impressed sherds barrow. Charcoal,
Flints, chiefly but no hearth
scrapers; some recorded,
burnt. A. bone.

Leaf 1935
C.A.M.

U5 Shippea Hill,
Plantation
Farm.

L.N. Beaker (S2),
incl. handled
vessels & rust,
ware; large
vessels with
zoned plastic
rust. Flints,
chiefly flakes
& scrapers; a
few microlithic
points. A. bone.
Grain impression ■

Hulled Barley.

Mostly L.N.
Beaker (S2 & U?)
incl. finger
tip and finger
nail impressed
sherds. Some
E & BW Beaker
sherds. Flints,
chiefly scrapers
A. bone.

L.N. Beaker (S3)
incl. jabbed,
impressed &
'crow's foot'
rust, sherds.
Frags, burnt
bone & flint.

Plentiful finds
on surface below
E.B.A. bowl barrow.
(Site near
Chippenham I)
9 closely spaced
hearths; finds
from each not
exclusive.

Leaf 19U0

C.A.M.

Clark J.G.D.
1933.
C.A.M.

Scattered on

surface of sand¬
hill & in sur¬

rounding peat. 2
small hearths.
Stratified above
Mildenhall
ware & associated
flint in the peat.

Hearth, on ridge Fowler
of old river gravel:
exposed in grave!! 1953
working.

:. J.
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"Derbyshire
contd.

U7 Swarkeston L.N. Beaker (S2?
SK/365293 incl. impressed

& pinched rust,
sherds. Flints;
chiefly scrapers
''estern' neo,

sherds.

Dorset

I48 Maiden Castle L.N. Beaker (S2
or 3) Also some
S & AOC Beaker.
A few 'crow's
foot' rust,
sherds, flints.

), Surface below Greenfield
E.B.A. barrow. 1960
Series of pits,
all less than

t. 6' diam. Hearth
post & stake
holes, incl. 2
adjacent rect¬
angular settings.

Chiefly from upper Whseler 19^+3
fill of ditch of
Causewayed camp,
by E. entrance.
Stratified above
Windmill Hill
ware.

L.N. Beaker sherds Found during dig- Unpub.
with zoned ging of railway Colchester

plastic rust. cutting. Fossibly Museum
domestic.

30 Llanmadoc, Sherds of a single Rough hearth in
Spritsail Tor.L.N. beaker, (S3), one of a series

A long, smoothed of shell mounds
shale pebble. against cliffs.

Hampshire

^rom gravel work- Calkin 1951.
ings. Possibly
domestic.

Essex

U9 Southminster

Glamorganshire

51 Christchurch
Latch Farm.

52 Holdenhurst

Sherds with
zoned plastic
rust. 2 small
groups.

L.N. Beaker (SP)
incl. pinched
rust, sherds.
Flints.

From ditch of
Long Barrow.
Stratified
above 'western'
neo sherds.

Group of small
pits filled with
black sand; in
field.

Penniman 1932
Griffiths 1957
Fig.21.

Piggott S.
1937.

Riley 1957
Uh

Lincolnshire

53 Ashby PuerorumI*N. Beaker (sh)
incl. plastic &
ribbed rust,
sherds.
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Lincolnshire
contd.

5b Risby Warren Mixed group Group of hearths Dudley 19^9.
Beaker pottery, small pits, a Riley 1957.
chiefly L.N.(S3/ty mound - midden?
incl. handled & an area of
beakers, & blackened sand
pinched & ribbed associated with
rust, sherds. scattered lumos
Also AOC, N/NR of daub.
& N2. Flints,
chiefly flakes.
Burnt daub.

55 Skendleby
Giants' Hills

Norfolk

56 Edingthorpe.
TO/303307

L.N. Beaker (s??)
A few flints,
chiefly flakes.
Small bronze awl.
Bone 'spatula'
A. bone

L.N. Beaker (sb)
incl. rust, sherds
of all types.
Also E & EA
Beaker. Flints,
chiefly scrapers,
but incl.
polished discoid-
al knife.

Ditch of Long
Barrow, at vary¬
ing depths in the
secondary silt.
Some with a hearth.
Traces of other
hearths.

Phillips 1935

Surface & ex¬

cavated finds.
Extensive group
of hearths, large
& small pits &
heaps of 'pot
boilers'.

Norf. Arch XXX
(1952) 156
XXXI (1957) 396
P.P.S. XX
(195U) 5b
Piggott s. 195U
338, 383ff.
MS. in N.C.M.

57 Hockwold-
cum-Wilton
TL/693877

58 Kings Lynn

L.N. Beaker, (s2-
L), incl. handled
vessels, & rust,
beakers of all
types. A few
sherds E? & EA?
Beaker. Flints
Bone 'spatula'
& pins. 'Sponge
finger' stone.
A. bone.

L.N. Beaker (Sb)
incl.

Extensive group Unpub.
of occupation N.C.M.
'floors' with
hearths. Stake
hole settings
on at least two
such sites.
Sherds of
Mildenhall Ware,
Food Vessel &
Bucket Urn also
occur.

Concentrated Unpub.
scatter
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Norfolk
contd.

Reffley Wood
TF/659219

59 Kings Lynn,
S. iVootton
Lane.
TF/6L1221

60 Methwold
TL/697957

61 Runeton
Holme

62 Stoke Ferry,
R. issey
TL/688972

63 Stowbridge,
Luddington's
Pit.

Handled vessels,
& all types of
rust, pottery.
Flints, incl.
large no. of
flakes & severe!
cores. Many
scrapers. Grain
impression -

Naked Barley.

L.N. Beaker (S3
or It); a few
sherds, incl.
zoned plastic
rust pottery.

Mixed group;
mostly L.N.
Beaker (S3), incl.
pinched &
impressed rust,
sherds. Some
AOC & F Beaker
Lumps of burnt
clay.

L.N. Beaker (S?
or 3);several
beakers, incl.
finger tip rust,
sherds. FA
Beaker sherds,
also.

L.N. Beaker (C2-
A|)» incl. pinched
rust, sherds.
Also S.N. Beaker
(N2). Part of
fine flint sickle
or dagger. Frags,
burnt flint.

L.N. Beaker (S3)
about 2+0 sherds,
incl. large zoned
rust, vessel.
Sherds of S.N.
Beaker, found
separately.

Of occupation Unpub.
material, partly MS. in
sealed below
barrow; much
disturbed, sever¬
al hearths, some
probably domest¬
ic; others
apparently assoc¬
iated with
cremations. One
pit.
Found in assoc- Unpub.
iation with a K.L.M.
blackened patch
of soil during
laying of sewer.

Surface finds. Unpub.
Concentrations of K.L.M.
sherds, burnt
flint, A lumps
of burnt clay.
Associated with
patches of
sand on chalk
outcrop in fens.

B.M,

Found on low
gravel promont-
ary above fens
during gravel
digging.
Possible domes¬
tic group.

Dredged from
river bed. Sherds
of Food Vessel,
also.

Clark J.G.D.
193k
C.A.M.

Ant. II
(1928) 231.
C.A.M.

Gravel Pit. Unpub.
Mostly found in B.M.
excavation N.C.M.
following removal
of tree stump.
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Norfolk
contd.

6I4 Thetford
Gastie.
TL/875828

65 Thornham
TF/726^25

L.N. Beaker; a
few small sherds
Flint flakes, b
& t arrowhead.

L.N. Beaker; a
few sherds &
flint scrapers.

Found during Unpub.
excavation of N.C.M.
Interior of Iron
Age earthwork.

Sealed below ram- Unpub.
part of earthwork N.C.M.
of 1st C. A. D.

Nor thamp tonshlre

66 Newark, L.N. Beaker (S2- Numerous sherds Unpub.
America Farm 3), incl. Jabbed ' yman-Abbott coll. Peterborough

pinched, & zoned Museum
plastic rust,
sherds. A few
flints. Bone pin.
A. bone.

67 Peterborough, L.N. Beaker (S2- Site on gravel
Fenga te

Oxfordshire

68 Cassington

3), incl. impres- promontary in
sed & pinched
rust, sherds.
Flints, incl.
numerous flakes
& cores. Bone
point. A. bone.
Lumps of baked
clay.

fens. Series of
pits, some
filled with ash.
Beaker material
chiefly from one
pit. Much
Peterborough neo
pottery of all
phases.

L.N. Beaker
incl. rust,
chiefly non-
plastic; 1 ribbed
sherd. A few
flints.

Somerset

(sU?)? 2 small pits,
sherds, £>out ijOO yds,

from Beaker
cemetery.
'Pe terborough *
sherds found
nearby.

'.''yman-Abbo tt
1910
Leeds 1922

Lond. Inst.
Nor than p ton
Museum

Leeds
15

1938

Case et al.
1965. 59ff
Ashmolean

69 Brean Down L.N. Beaker,incl.
pinched rust,
sherd. Flints.
A. bone.
Also AOC & E
Beaker.

In talus slope
against cliff.
L.N. Beaker
deposit strati¬
fied above AOC &
E Beaker; both
associated with
charcoal.

ApSimon et al.
1961
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Somerset
contd.

70a. Burrington,
Bos Swallet

70b.Burrington
Rowberrow
Cavern

71 Charterhouse

72 Nettlebridge,
Cockles Wood
Cave.

SO/6L6U86

Suffolk

73 Bury St.
Edmunds,
Gainsborough
Rd.

L.N. Beaker (S2-
3), incl. handled
vessels & a few
pinched rust,
sherds. Flints.

L.N, Beaker
(S3?). Also
Peterborough -

(Ebbefleet?)
sherds.

L.N. Beaker
(S2-3), incl.
handled beaker,
& impressed,
pinched zoned
rust, sherds.
Large no, of
flints, chiefly
scrapers.
Several micro-
lithic points.
Bone pins &
needles. A. bone
Grain impression
Naked Barley.

L.N. Beaker (S3),
incl. pinched
ribbed sherds.
A very few flints
A.bone more

numerous, often
broken or cut.
Also Grooved
Ware sherds.

L.N. Beaker
(S3?), incl.
.jabbed & pinched
zoned rust,
beakers. Flint
flakes & 1
scraper.

Taylor 196U

B.U.S.S.

Taylor 1926

Cave site. Finds
associated witfe
black material
containing
charcoal; dis¬
turbed.

Cave Site.
Small quantities
of pottery
found together
in disturbed
deposit.

Circular earth¬
work with rock
cut ditch in¬
side rampart.
Single causeway
entrance. Large
nos. of finds,
chiefly from
ditch; associated
with tips of
charcoal & refuse
at all levels of
ditch fill.

2 caves, one above Hickling &
the other. Upper Seaby. 1951
contained 2
human skeletons

Jones &
Grimes 1938.
ApSimon 1951.

B.U.S.S.

& Beaker rust,
sherds; lower,
small amounts
occupation
material and
carbonised
matter - hearth?

Small no. of
finds from pit,
3' diam., 2'6"
deep, in boul¬
der clay. Black
soil & charcoal
fill.

Taunton
Museum.

Edwardson 1958.
Bury St. Ed.
Museum.
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Suffolk
contd.

7k Butley,
Neutral Farm

75 Lakenheath,
Joist ^en.
TL/693855

76 Lakenheath,
Maids Cross
Hill,
'Sahara'
TL/7278?6

77 Lakenheath,
New Fen.

78 Lakenheath,
Rabbit Hill,
TL/71881+0

L.N. Beaker
(S3-U), incl.

finger nail
impressed, pinch¬
ed & ribbed
rust, sherds.
Flints.

L.N. Beaker
(S1 or 2), incl.
finger tip imp¬
ressed, pinched
& zoned plastic
rust, sherds.
Flints, incl. a
broken rectang¬
ular pol. knife.
Small, cylindri¬
cal piece fired
clay with hole
bored longitudin¬
ally.
L.N. Beaker
(S?-3), incl.
handled beaker
& pinched &
zoned plastic
rust, sherds
1 C.N. beaker
(N2) Fli ts.

L.N. Beaker (S2)
incl. ribbed
sherd. Flints,
incl. a few
microliths. A.
bone.

L.N. Beaker
(S2-3), incl. a
possible bowl,
& impressed rust,
sherds; 1 large
zoned plastic
rust, beaker.
Flints. Frags,
animal teeth.
Shells.

Series of
hearths. Pottery
from each not
exclusive. Found
after deep
ploughing. Field
overlooking creek.

Surface finds,
scattered over k
sand hills in the
peat. Food Vessel
& Grooved "'are
also found.

Maynard 195?
Ipswich
Museum.

Site on sandy
waste. Series
of pits &
hearths excava¬

ted, some of
Beaker occupa¬
tion, others
Romano-British.

Surface find on

sandhill in fen;
not far from
Joist Fen site.
A few finds only

pit,

Briscoe 19l|8
Mildenhall
Mu seum.

Briscoe
k
Mildenhall
Museum.

Conical
k'x ki\
deep in sand.
Intensely black
fill containing
a little charcoal.

Briscoe i960
Mildenhall
Museum.
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Suffolk
contd.

79 Lakenheath,
Right Up
Drove.
TL/715861

80 Martlesham

81 Mildenhall,
Fifty Farm.

82 wattiafield
Cottage
Field.
Til/02 27kS

83 "olverstone
Park

L.N. Beaker,
incl. finger tip
impressed,
pinched & zoned
plastic rust,
sherds. Flints.

L.N.Beaker (sh)
incl. finger
nail impressed,
pinched &
zoned plastic
rust, sherds.
A few flints.

L.N. Beaker
(a3—U), incl.
handled beaker,
& rust, pottery
of all types.
Flints. A. bone.
Lumps of fired
clay & daub.
Sherds of Food
Vessel, also.

L.N. Beaker (sh)
incl. handled
beaker & rust,
ware, largely
non-plastic.
Flints.

L.N. Beaker
(sh?), incl.
zoned plastic
rust, sherds.

Surface finds in
plough. Site on
a sand hill in
neat.

Briscoe 1962.
h
Mildenhall

hearths excava- Unpub.
ted in shallow
depressions in
sand subsoil.
Scatter of rust
sherds & flint
flaaee from
bowl barrow
nearby.

Ipswich Museum
inf. C. Campbell,

Maynard &
Spencer 19U9.

Sandhill over-/ Leaf J\93h
lying chalk in C.A.M.
peat. Numerous
finds in greyish
layer approx. 26'
diam. & 6" thick.
No distinct hearth,
but burnt flint.
L.N. Beaker material
from pit on another
sandhill at Hayland
Ho. f mile to N.W.

Numerous finds,
chiefly from
black layer
above & partly
subsided into
a deep natural
shaft in the
chalk. A pit
containing clean,
plastic clay seen
in section. Site
on boulder clay.

Circumstances of
find not known.
Described as

habitation site.

P.C.I.A. XXVII
(1961) 117
Robertson-
Mackay 19&1
101
Ipswich
Museum.

Clark J.G.D.
1931b 369.
Fig,,. 22, 23.
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rugsex

81* Itford Hill

iltnhire

85 Alton Priors,
Knap Hill.

86 Avebury 055.

87 Bulford Down

88 Martin rkmn

89 verleigh,
Snail Down

L.N. Broker (?)
incl. pinched
ruet. beaker,
cone possibly
zoned. A. % H.
bone, uern

frags.

L.N. Beaker
sherds, (SU?)

Small pit,
partly cut
away by features
of later settle¬
ment. A few
finds only.

Burstow *
Holleyman
1957. 175

L.N. Beaker,
incl. pinched
rust, sherds,
"lints. A. bone
Bulk of material
is Bbbsfleet %
Fengste ware;
some Orooved ft
"indmill Kill
ware.

? sherds of L.N.
beaker ft a bone
ooint.

L.N. Beaker (S3?)
incl. finger tip
impressed sherds.
Flint®. A. bone,
sherds M.B.A,

Causewayed camp,
Chiefly from
upper silt of
ditch. Strat¬
ified above
Windmill Kill
pottery sherds.

Site sealed
under Bell
barrow. Cluster
of 10 pits, of
which 7 can
be attributed
to Beaker occupa¬
tion. ^indfi
plentiful in
plough surrounding
barrow.

Small pit.

Connah 1965*

Smith I.P.
1965

Rectangular
M.B.A. earth¬
work. Beaker
find® from lower
ditch fill ft
from below ram¬

part. Also from
2 small pits with¬
in enclosure.

XLTII
(1927) 350
Devizes Mus.
Cat. 127-129.

Pitt-Rivera
1898 Vol. IV
185-20h.

(Collingbourne rust, sherds

90 Windmill Hill L.N. Beaker
(£2-6),incl.
handled beaker,
pinched ft zoned
plastic rust.

Lumps of burnt

L.i . Beaker (2?) Sherds scattered
lncl, pinched abundantly in

mound ft ditch of
bell barrow.

Causewayed carap
Beaker material
came from upper
fill of ditches,
above indmill
mi snvezm, i
from 1+ pits near

Thomas N. ft
A.C. "Phones
1956 v

Keiller 1965
Dig.35
pl.XVIIb

clay. Also AOC & the ditches in
E Beaker. question.
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Wiltshire
contd.

91 interslow, L.N. Beaker (S2) xtensive site Stone 1931»
incl. pinched rustnear flint mines. 1933, 193U.
sherds, Also E & ? areas excavated
V'/MR Beaker. each consisting
Flints. A. bone, of large pits,

often surrounded
by stake holes,
small pits &
hearths. Mixed
Beaker finds from
both areas, some¬
times from same

pit. L.N. Beaker
predominates in area
A, E Beaker in
area B.

Yorkshire

92 Garrowby Wold
Barrow 32

L.N. Beaker (S2)
incl. pinched
rust, sherds.
Total about 7
vessels. A few
flints. A. bone.

Scattered on old
ground surface
below barrow.

Mortimer
lU5f.
Null Museum.

93 Garrowby Wold L.N. Beaker (S2) Scattered on old Ibid.
Barrow k3 about 7 vessels, ground surface 1i+8

Small rectangular below barrow. Hull Museum
cup, 2" high, Traces of hearth.
with finger tip
rust. Flints.
A. bone.
Food Vessel
sherds also.
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SCOTLAND

B. Lothian

25 Gullane S.N. Beaker (N3)
Archerfield

Inverness

9U Harris,
Northton.
NF/976913

95 Skye
Rudh 'an
Dunain.

IRELAND

Co. Dublin

96 Dalkey Island L.N. Beaker
Site V. (S3-U), incl. 2

vessels with
pinched rust.,
one apparently
zoned. AOC & S
Beaker in about
equal quantity,
^linte, incl.
numerous cores.

Lumps of burnt
daub.

From one of 3
middens, see under
AOC & E Beaker.

Coastal site Simpson 1966
among dunes.
At least 2 shell
middens con¬

taining Beaker
pottery, strati¬
fied above a neo.

occupation layer.
The earlier of
the Beaker middens
associated with an

oval, stone built
enclosure inside
which was a slightly
smaller setting
of widely spaced
stake holes:
possibly a roofed
hut. This structure
contained 2 separate,
occupation floors,
each c.1" thick; a
hearth, & a small
pit.

Scatter of floor Lindsay Scott
of small cave at 193U
100' beach level.

Island of approx. De. Paor 1961
17 acres. Beaker &208
later material Liversage 1968.
widespread.
Beaker & earlier
finds from
distinct black
layer. Beaker
finds plentiful;
associated
especially with
shell midden which
contained, hearths.
This is stratified
above earlier neo.

L.N. Beaker tends
to be above AOC & E.

S.N. Beaker,
incl. undec.
sherds. Quartz
& flint imple¬
ments. A. Bone,
incl. whale.

A few sherds
S N. Beaker,
stone working
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(f) GROUP UNCERTAIN AND DOUBTFUL DOMESTIC SITE;

SITE CIRCUMSTANCES REF.

Bedfordshire

Dunstable Downs

Buckinghamshire

Hitcham

Cambridgeshire

Burnt Fen

Cornwall

Gwithian

Derbyshire

Nr. Buxton,
Earl Sterndale,
High Wheeldon
Cave.

Dorset

Handley Hill

Beaker
icated

& rust-
sherds.

Beaker sherds &
some later
pottery; domes¬
tic refuse.

Sherds with
finger nail
impressed &
jabbed rust. 2
antler butts,
perforated as
sockets.

A few sherds of
E(?) & undec.
beaker.

A few sherds
Beaker pottery,
incl. finger
nail & circle
stamp impressed,

W/MR(?) Beaker
sherds, incl.
finger tip
impressed and
false cord' rust,
sherds. Flints.
Burnt sandstone,
A. & H. bone.

From Grave

Pits 3' - 7'
deep; 1h' - 20'
diam. surrounded
by inward
leaning stakes.
Date uncertain.

From pit

Thomas N.
1961; 27
Bedford Mus,

Copley
63

Edwardson

Site in sand
dune s. Doub t-
ful association
with circular hut
site defined by
post holes.

Domestic occup¬
ation layer at
cave entrance.
Predominantly
late neo., not
Beaker.

Mainly from U
shallow pits of
varying size
around Roman
earthwork.

Megaw et al.
1961

Jackson 1951

Pitt-Rivers
1898
U9 f. PI.21;7
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Essex

Nr. Elsenham,
Pledgedon
Eandpit.

Isle of Wight

Arreton Down

Lancashire

Walney Island

Norfolk

Bircham =Tofts.

Buckenham Tofts

Orimston Heath

Heacham
TF/67h367

Sherds with
finger nail
impressions.

From 'pit
dwelling* dis¬
covered in sand
pit.

Hazzledine
Warren
19U5 15hf.

A few Bell (?)
beaker sherds,
incl. finger
nail rust,
sherds.

herds of pot
with finger
pinched rust.
Possibly beaker
many flints of
late neo/EBA type.
A. bone.

Occupation sealed Alexander
below barrow; et al. 1960
largely late
neo. (Mortlake)

From shell mounds Cross 1938, 39
and old surface i+2.
of 25' beach.

From round bar¬
row.

N.C.M,Beaker sherds;
comb impressed;
'crow's foot'
rust. Flint
flakes & burnt
flint.

Flints; late neo/ Series of 'pot Layard 1922
EBA type assemb- boiler' deposits,
lage. Possibly Beaker.

A few Beaker sherds Surface find.
incl. comb
impressed and
pinched rust.
sherds. Burnt flint,
& 1 flake.

Bell Beaker, incl. "Hictensive
pinched rust. & scatter excava-
undec. sherds. ted.
Flint flakes.

Inf. N.C.M.

Norf. Arch
XXXI
(1957)
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Norfolk contd.

Hockwold-cum-
".11 ton,
Grange Farm.

Weeting
Grimes Graves

Oxfordshire

Hanborough,
City Farm,

Pembrokeshire

Caldey Island,
Potters Cave

Staffordshire

Castern

Wetton,
Three Lows,

Somerset

Cheddar,
Sun Hole.

Bell beaker &
late neo, (?)
sherds. Flints,
incl, b & t
arrowhead,
A. bone.

A few sherds of
finger pinched
rust, & undec,
pottery.

Cluster of small
pits in chalk.
One contained
several stakes
lying in fill.
Site c. 1 mile
from Blackdyke
Farm sites.

From Flint mine
area. Floor 16.,
below hearth (?)

Occupation
deposit in cave

Found during
barrow excava¬

tion.

Late neo, &
Beaker pottery,
incl. sherds with
cardium shell &
finger nail
impressions.

Sherds of which
some at least,
are Beaker,
Sandstone, rubbed
hollow on one

side. Many flints.
Bound piece of
'red pigment'•
A. bone.

Numerous sherds of ft'om barrow
beaker (?) Flints, mound; probably
incl. dagger & residual domes-
b & t arrowhead. tic.
Antler.

c.100 sherds L.N. Occupation
(?) Beaker & deposit 9"- 12"
late neo. pottery thick in cave,
incl. finger tip No internal
impressed sherds stratigraphy.
Flints. Bone
point.

Salway 1967
Figs. i+,5»12.

Beaker sherds, incl^'om ditches of
'crow's foot' rust.GLass I 'Henge'.
& jabbed sherds. (dated 1510+ 65
A few flints. B.C. GRN 1685).

Peake 1917.
Piggott S,
195U, L3 f.

Case et al.
1965.

Arch. Camb. CX
(1961) UO,
Fig. 6

Bateman 1861
169

Ibid.
167

Tratman &
Henderson. 1928
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Suffolk

Barton Mills,
Beacon Hill
Barrow.

Creeting
St. Mary.

Brightwell
Heath

Felixstowe
Golf Course.

Sproughton
TM/1?9WI6

West Stow.
TL/8087U5

Surrey

Mortlake

Sussex

Findon
Church Hill

Wiltshire

Avebury,
West Kennet
Avenue.

Bell(?) Beaker
& F.V. sherds.
Flints.

Beaker sherds
(L.N.?) Flints.

Beaker sherds &
flints.

BW & finger nail
impressed sherds

Beaker sherds &
numerous flints.

Evenly scatter¬
ed in mound of
barrow.
Residual domes¬
tic?

From hearths &

pits Site
chiefly late
neo. (Grooved
Ware).

Found beneath
barrow.

Surface finds ?

From 6 pits.

A. few sherds Bell From 2 hearths
beaker incl. sealed below a
'crow's foot' barrow. May
rust, sherds. not be domestic
Many flints. no A. Bone.

Cawdor & Fox.
192U.

Maynard 195?
?09

Reid Moir 1927
152 f.

Clark J.G.D.
1931b. 358

P.P.S. XXV
(1959) 275

Edwardson 1961
16
Bury St. Edmunds.

Beaker sherds
incl. AOC(?);
Mortlake ware

Flints. H. bone.

Beaker sherds,
mostly undec.,
some condoned.

All from same Smith R. in
layer, sealed Wyman Abbott
below calcareous 1910 3/4O
deposit in bed of
Thames.

Worthing Mus,From 2 floors at
site of flint
mines. Evidence
of occupation by
other cultures,
also.

Mixed neo.pottery Plentiful scatter , Keiller 1965.
incl. a few mainly non- 210-213.

Beaker, around
2 pits & 10
smaller holes.
Site perhaps of
ritual signifi¬
cance.

sherds L.N.
Beaker. Flints.
A. bone.
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Wiltshire
contd.

Boscombe
Down East

Durrington
alls.

27 sherds L.N.
(?) Beaker, incl.
finger nail rust,
sherds.

Sherds of 2 L.N.
(?) beakers; one
with plastic
finger tip rust.
A. bone ■& 'pot
boilers'•

Prom a shallow
pit 10' x U-5',
with possible
post holes
round it. ^On
site of M.B.A.
enclosure.

Prom hearth in
secondary silt
in N. sector
of ditch of

'henge'.

Stone 1936

V/ainwright
1967 Pig.3

Yorkshire

Settle,
Sewells Cave.

2 sherds comb Pound with
impressed & cord Mortlake (?)
impressed beakefts ware sherds in
A few flints. occupation

deposit in cave.

P.U.D.Ph.s.
(1936) 201
Fig. 5
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APPENDIX III

RUSTICATED B AKERS IN BRITAIN

This is a list of non-domestic and isolated finds of

rusticated beakers and rusticated beaker sherds in Britain.

For Fast Anglia it can claim to be reasonably complete. For the

rest of Britain the aim has been to list all published finds.

Unpublished finds of which no details are known to the writer

are not included, but may be found, without further description,

in the corpus included in David Clarke's thesis (196U) and in

his forthcoming book.

Classification of these finds is not always easy where,

as is usually the case, associated finds are absent. The

simpler forms of rustication are ubiouitous, and the form alone

of beakers so decorated has to be the diagnostic factor.

"hereas the Long Necked and Barbed Wire Beaker groups are often

readily identifiable by their distinctive shapes and more

elaborate methods of rustication, the Bell beakers of Section a.

include more examples which one may suspect ate late than

examples belonging certainly to the primary European/All

Over Corded groups. Section e. contains finds of sherds of

which the type is impossible to more than guess.
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(a) FUROPFAN B-'LL P'V.K :R AND BFAKFRS

OF PROBABLE AFFINITY

Site

RMS-LAND & ''A LBS

Buckinghamshire

Hitcham,
Win Hill.

Derbyshire

Cowdale,
Gospel Hillock

Bloxworth Down
Barrow.

Handley Down,
Wor Barrow.

"eymouth

Hampshire

Iford

Sheepwash

Southbourne,
Whitepits.

Norfolk

Tottenhill
Church.

Description Circumstances

squat Bell beaker Seems to have
dec. with 'crow's found near 2
foot' rust, super- AOC beakers,
imposed on 2 combs
impressed zones.

Bell beaker with all-
over dec. of rows of
finger nail impress¬
ions.

Crude Bell beaker
with 'crow's foot'
dec. on upper half.

Bell beaker with dec. From grave near
of finger nail impres- Wor Barrow,
sions in rows & bands
of herringbone pattern.

Bell beaker likened to
one from Bushmills,
Co. Antrim, 'crow's
foot rust, all over.

Bell beaker with dec.
of 'crow's foot rust,
in vertical lines.

Bell beaker dec. with
narrow zones of
impressed & jabbed
rust.

Small Bell beaker dec.
with 'crow's foot' rust,
in vertical lines.

Ref.

B.A.P.
No.72

B.A.P.
No. 88

B.M.(Lost)

B.A.P.
No.32.
B.M.

Pitt
RiVers
IV P1.265
B.A.P.
31.
Chitty
1933
2,62
Clark J.G.D.
1936. 22
B.M.

Calkin 1951
P1.Ill:b
B.M.

Ibid.
51, Fig.1:c

Kendrick &
Hawkes 1932
101 P1 .VIII: 3
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Nor thumberland

Nr. Dalton,
Huntlaw.

Oxfordshire

Cassington

Stanton Harcourt
Linch Hill
Corner.

Pembrokeshire

Nr. Talbenny
South Hill.

Somerset

Brean Down

Staffordshire

Ilam Moor

Crude Bell beaker
dec. with vertical
rows of 'crow's
foot' rust.

Bell beaker dec. with
vertical finger nail
impressions.

Bell beaker dec. all
over with finger nail
impressions forming
herringbone pattern

Bell beaker with rim
cordon. Dec. all over
with rows of cuneiform
jabs.

Large Bell beaker dec.
with random finger
nail impressions.

Sherds with 'crow's
foot' rust.

Prom cist grave. P.S.A.N.
Ill (1928)
18ff.
Chitty 1933
261, Fig.1
Tait 1965 25

From grave in
Beaker cemetery
from which most
pots were L.N.
Beaker (sU).
From Grave IIj
a secondary
burial in a

ring ditch

From empty grave
in composite
round barrow.

Found in pit in
association with
E Bell beaker
(Domestic ?)

Found in rock
cut grave, in
association with
S(?) Beaker
sherds.

Leeds 193U
271
OXON. 3
Ashmolean

Grimes 19U-U
3U ff.

Smith I.F.
1955. 36

Griffiths
1957 70 f.,
Fig. 6:3

Taylor H. &
g.E, 19U9
ApSimon et a
1961 Fig. 26

J.A.D. LXXY
(1955) 105,
Big. 2

Suffolk

Nr. Brantham Small Bell Beaker of
slack profile, dec.
with vertical lines
of 'crow's foot'
rust.

Bury St. Edmunds Bell beaker dec. all
over with horizontal
rows of finger nail
impressions.

From grave of
woman & child,
in association
with 2 E Bell
beakers.

Clark J.G.D,
1931b 356,
P1.XXYIIIjU
Ipswich.

Fox 1923
26, PI. 1:1*
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Suffolk
contd.

Butley

Fher stead,
Thornington
Hall

Crude Bell beaker
dec. with 3 or U lines
of oblique finger nail
impressions.

Bell beaker dec. with
2 zones, round neck &
belly, each consist¬
ing of rows of 'crow's
foot' rust.

Prom grave,

Clark J.G.D,
1931b. 358
P1.XXXI:20
Ipswich

Ibid.
356, P1.
XXVIII: 1

SCOTLAND

Bute

Glecknabae Bell beaker with rim
cordon; dec. of vert¬
ical lines of 'crow's
foot' rust.

Mitchel M.C.
193k» N0.1U2-
1M+.
Callander
1929
Pig. 57.

Kirkcu f^brightshire

Cairnholy II Sherds with shallow,
jabbed rust.

Perthshire

Pound with AOC P.S.A.S.
& E Beaker sherds LXXXIII
in undisturbed
deposit in tomb
chamber.

(19U9) 127f.
P1•XXXI: 1

Auchterarder,
Ballielands.

Ross & Cromarty

Kilkoy South

IRELAND

Co. Antrim

Bushmills

Bell beaker; upper
part dec. with horizon¬
tal lines; lower part
with 'crow's foot'
rust.

Sherds of large Bell
Beaker with slight
rim cordon, dec. with
cuneiform jabs.

Bell beaker with
closely spaced verti¬
cal rows of 'crow's
foot' rust.

Pound in cham¬
bered tomb with
sherds of AOC,
E & 1 N/N8
beaker.

P.S.A.S.
mil)
(1898) 31^
B.A.P. No.200
N.M.A.

Henshall 1963
255

Chitty 1933
259 ff.
R.U.M.
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Site

Co. Durham

Offerton,
Hasting Hill,

Oxfordshire

Stanton
Harcourt

Summertown

Suffolk

Pakenham

(b) v.'ESSPX/MIDDLP RHINB AND .NORTH

BRITISH/NORTH RHINP BDAKER

Description Circumstances Ref,

Barrel shaped beaker
with zoned, Jabbed
dec. Considered to
be N/NR.

Pound in cist
grave with bone
awl.

Calrke D.L.
1962+ No. 221
Pig. 202+

Bell beaker, slight
foot & profile like
W/MR Beakers. Spaced
horizontal, flattlsh
ribs in 'false cord*
technique.

Prom grave.
Others nearby
produced AOC &
V/MR beakers.

Case 1963
>022, 25, Pig.8

OXON. 55

Small Bell beaker dec. Pound in assoc- Clarke D.L.
with vertical finger
nail impression.

2 thick sherds with
horizontal bands of
paired finger nail
impressions, in
'false cord'
technique.

iation with a 1961+
beaker with all- Nos.761,762.
over dec. of
horizontal lines,
w/MR grave group.

Prom pit which
also contained
sherds of 2 W/MR
Beakers, a fine
flint dagger, &
a bronze ring.

Maynard 1952
212
Ipswich.

V
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(c) KA'-T ANGLIAN B XAKER

Site Description Circumstances Ref.

.ssex

Clscton
Bull Hill

Halstead

Markshall,
Buxtons Green.

West Mersea

Huntingdonshire

Houghton

Kent

Barham

Dover -Aerodrome

Norfolk

Barton Rendish
TP/7h?08ii

Barrel shaped beaker
dec. all over 'with
horizontal pinched
ribs.

Barrel shaped beaker
dec. all over with
rows of wedge shaped
impressions, done
with finger nail.

Barrel shaped beaker
dec. all over with
finger nail impres¬
sions.

Small bell beaker,
roughly barrel form,
dec. with horizontal
flattish ribs in
'false cord' technique.

Probably from

Pound in gravelj
probably from
grave.

Barrel shaped beaker
dec. with horizontal
rows of short,
vertical jabs or
impressions.

Barrel shaped beaker
with dec. all over of
horizontal lines
incised with finger
nail.

Barrel shaped beaker
with dec. all over of
closely spaced
horizontal pinched
ribs.

Rim sherd of Barrel
shaped beaker dec,
with horizontal rows

of circular jabs.

Sherds from
distrvibed ground
/>lso, sherds of
L.N. (S2) & S.N.
(N2) beakers.

Pound with crema¬

tion & a bronsse
dagger.

Ant.J. IX
(1929) ?51
Pig. 2
B.A.P. No.85
Colchester.

Hull 19U6
67

Colchester.

Colchester.

Coote 1932.
St, Ives.

Ant. J.XIV 18
(193U)
183 f.

Ant. J.XVI •

(1936) U69
P1 LXXXVIII
Deal.

Clarke R.R.
1937b.
228f. Fig.1
N.C.M.
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Norfolk
contd.

Feltwell &
MetwoId.

Rollesby

Suffolk

Brandon Fields

Brandon

Lakenheath

surrey

Kew Gardens,
est Hall Rd.

Sussex

Findon
Church Hill
Flint Mines

Kingston Buci,

Shoreham,
Slonk Hill

Barrel shaped beaker
dec, all over with
rows of finger nail
impressions.

2 sherds beaker with
vertical flat 'ribs'
of paired finger nail
impressions.

B.A.P. No.80

Found with EA
Beaker during
digging of post
holes for over¬

head power line,
in sand below
plough.

N.C.M,

Small barrel shaped
beaker with U rows of
finger nail impressions
round belly.

Squat, barrel shaped
beaker with zoned dec,
of small triangular
jabs & incised
herringbone.

mall, barrel shaped
beaker, dec. all over
with horizontal pinch¬
ed ribs*

Barrel shaped beaker, Found during
dec. with 3 zones of construction of
triangular impressions tennis court,
made with finger nail.

B./.P.
No. 83

B « A , P «

No. 83
Clarke R,R«
1957b 229.

Fox. 19?3
P1.1:3

Ant. J. XII
(1939) 170
P1,AXXIII:2b,

Sherds of beaker with
finger pinched rust.

Figs. 26, 27.

Barrel shaped beaker
with horizontal rows
of 'false cord' dec.

Squat barrel shaped
beaker dec. with rows
of triangular jabs.

From fill of mine Curwen 195U
shaft, overlaid 115 f* 1U9
by tip from
another shaft, &
at same level as

FA beaker inver¬
ted over cremation.

Musson 195^.
188 Fig. 1
Lewes.

Musson 195*4-
39 Fig. 1
Brighton,
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Si te

Anglesey

Pentraeth,
M erddyn-Gwyn.
SH/521792

Caernarvonshire

Llandegai

Nr. Tremadoc,
Tan-yr-Allt.

Cambridgeshire

Cherry Hinton
War Ditches.

Snailwell

Denbighshire

Nr. Denbigh
Plas Heaton
SJ/033685

Derbyshire

Hartledale,
Fissure Cave.

(d) LONG NPCKFD BFAKKR

Description Circumstances

3oned, ribbed rust
beaker. Main zones of
vertical ribs cover¬

ing neck & body.

slack profiled L.N.
Beaker covered in
random 'crow's foot'
rust.

L.r. Leaker with
incurving rim dec. all
over with finger nail
(?) incisions.

Sherds v/ith zoned (?)
pinched rust.

Small, slack profiled
L.N. beaker dec. all
over with vertical
lines of closely
spaced pinches.

L.N. beaker dec. all
over with finger
nail impressions.

From pit (not
burial) wi thin
henge monument.
2 other L.N.
beakers in (S3)
similar pits.

From cist grave

Ref.

Savory 1955
P1. IV: 3

Cardiff

Houlder
1968

in

Found during ex¬
cavation of B.A.
earthwork.

Savory 1955
225
Griffiths
1957 66,
Fig. 32.

C.A.S. XLII
(19W 123,
Fig. 3.

Found with a :
beaker (N2)
during making
of railway
bridge.

In a cist, in a
tumulus.

;.N. B.A.P. No.65

C.A.M.

Straight profiled neck
sherd dec. with single
horizontal rows of
pinches alternating with
zones of 3 comb
impressed lines.

Arch. Camb.
II (1851 ) 27h
XVI(1868) 273
Griffiths
1957 66,
Fig.3:3
Cardiff.

B.M.
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^firbYShire
contd.

Stakor Hill

Dorset

Tarrant
Launceston,
Crichel Dovm 17

Winterbourne,
Clansdown.

Fssex

Clacton,
Lion Point

Hallsford

Hampshire

Bournemouth,
Talbot Woods.

Hertfordshire

Tewin
Chalkpit.

Huntingdonshire

Houghton

L.N. beaker dec.with Clarke D.L.
'crow's foot' rust.; 196L No. 122
narrow undec. band at
base of neck.

L-.N. beaker dec. all Prom primary
over with rows of inhumation in
bone end impressions, -barrow. Pound

with bronze awl.

Piggott 5. &
C.M. 1Ww 7
Fig. 25.

"lack profiled L.N.
beaker, dec. all on
with jabbed rust.

B.A.P. 17
Dorchester

Large L.N. beaker with
2 cordons on neck;
dec. all over with low
pinched ribs.

Large, roughly bicon¬
ical beaker with 2
cordons on neck & 2 on

shoulder; zones of
horizontal and verti¬
cal finger nail
impressions.

Hazzledine-
Warren et al
1936. 189
Pig. 3:5.
B.M.

Robertson-
Mackay 1961
102 Pig. 5

B.M.

Slack profiled L.N. Calkin 1951
beaker, dec. all over P1.III:a
with vertical lines of
closely spaced pinches. B.M.

L.N. beaker with band Robertson
of zoned dec. on neck; Mackay 1961
body covered with rid- 101, Pig.2
ges pushed up with
finger tip.

L.N. beaker (S2) coll- Finds in dis-
ared; comb impressed
dec. on neck & upper
body; finger nail
impressions in base
zone.

turbed ground
(rabbit warren)
KA & S.N. (N2)
beaker also
found.

Coote 1932.
2L8 Pigs. 1,2
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Huntingdonshire
contd.

Somersham

" ■ (?)

Leicestershire

Harston

Lincolnshire

Caythorpe

London

Brentford,
Old Fngland

Hammersmith

Merionethshire

Larg. , biconical
beaker, with ribbed,
zoned rust.

Handled beaker with
all over dec, of
circular pits.

L.N, Beaker with
zoned, ribbed hust.
Major zones of
vertical ribs cover
neck & body.

Find circum¬
stances & exact
provenance
unknown.

L.N. beaker. Single
rows of pinches round
rim & base of neck;
base zone of vertical
lines of pinches.

L.N,(?) beaker with dec.
of closely spaced fing¬
er nail impressions.

Large beaker with
zoned rust.

From Thames

Llanaber, Neck sherds of beaker
Carneddau Hengwm. vith ribbed, zoned

rust.

From 'fire pit'
within stone
circle.

Norfolk

Fast Tuddenham Beaker with dec. all
over of horizontal
pinched or tooled
ribs.

Sutton,
Ingham Mill.

L.N. beaker. Dec. of
circle stamps on
neck; vertical lines
of closely spaced
'crow's foot' rust
on body.

From gravel pit.

B.A.P. No.76
Fox 1923 26.
Lehmann 1965
& 1967 a
66f. Fig.1
Fox 192U

Leeds 1938.
19 P1•IV:d

Ashmolean

Arch. J. GUI
(19^6) 6,
P1.II:e

Arch.LXIX
(1918) 11,
Fig. 8.

Robertson
Mackay 1961
101,
Guildhall Mus,

Grimes 1939
55. Fig. 19.
Savory 1955 22
Cardiff.

Found in sand pit
with S.N. beaker
Association not
at all certain.

Ant J.XCII
(1935) 513.
Grimes 193U
hPk, P1.XIX
N.C.M.

Norf. A.rch.
XXIII (191U)
xiiv.
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Norfolk
contd.
'"est Rudham,
Harpley Common,

Oxfordshire

Eynsham

From oval mound N.C.M.

Suffolk

Branth'am Hall

Great Barton

Lakenheath
Undley Barrow.

Wiltshire

Figheldean,
Barrow 25.

Kilmington

Overton Down XI

From grave group
which includes
riveted knife.

Beaker sherds with
horizontal and verti¬
cal flattish ribs
worked up with
finger nail or tool.

Biconical L.N. beaker
Zoned rust, with ver¬
tical lines of paired
finger nail impressions}
random pinches on
body.

L.N. beaker (C1); comb From gravel pit.
impressed dec. with
single row of pinches
round base.

Sherds of large L.N.
beaker; zoned rust.,
with vertical pinched
ribs on neck, & spaced
pinches on body.

Bucket shaped beaker.
All over dec. of
closely spaced pin¬
ches.

L.N. beaker. Neck dec. From primary
with rows of bone end burial below
impressions (?); b&rrow.
body dec. with
pinches.
Neck sherd L.N. beaker;
Metopic dec. bordered
by double rows of
finger nail impressions.
L.N. beaker, dec. with From child's
vertical lines of grave, in
closely spaced 'crow's
foot' pinches; break
in dec. at shoulder.

Leeds 1938
18,22,28.
P. P.S.XXIII
(1957) 95
Fig. 3.

Clark J.G.D,
1931b. 360,
P1.XXX:8

Fox 1923 26,
P1.11:3
Lehmann
1967 a
66 f. Fig.3

Fox 1923.
App.I
No.XXVII
Chitty 1933
261.

Newall 1929
118
Devizes.
Cat. 109

Ibid. 121

Fowler P.J.
1967. Fig. 5,

Wilsford 51 L.N. beaker dec. all From inhumation
over with pinches. in Bowl barrow.

Devizes
Cat. 107.
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Yorkshire

Elloughton,
Millhill Pit.

Ganton XXI

Goodmanham

L.N. beaker dec.
with closely spaced
'crow's foot' rust,
in 2 zones.

L.N. beaker (s?/3);
comb impressed dec.
in zones on neck &
shoulder; 'crow's
foot' rust, on lower
body.

Painsthorpe Wold, L.N. beaker (?) with
Barrow 1+. narrow, ovoid body;

all over dec. of
'crow's foot' rust.

Scawton
Snip Gill Windy-
pit.

Handled, barrel
shaped beaker, dec.
with vertical lines
of 'crow's foot*
rust.

From grave,

From chalk cut

grave.

L.N. beaker dec. with
single rows of pinches
bordered by comb
impressed lines.

From grave. S1 &
S2 beakers from
other graves in
same barrow.

S.R.A.3. XXV
(1926) 166,
Fig.1.

Greenwell 1877
16?, Fig.101
B.A.P. No.130.

Leaf 1939
52, Fig. 15.

Mortimer
117.
B.A.P.No.111+.

Isolated, find in
deep fissure.

Hayes &
Rutter 1955.

SHORT NECKXD BEAKER (?)

ENGLAND

Somerset

Wineanton

SCOTLAND

Ayrshire

uirkirk II

Beaker (N2?); comb
impressed dec. with
zone of vertical pinched
ribs covering neck.

B.A.P.No. 1+2

Taunton

S.N.(?) Beaker; comb
impressed dec. on
neck; vertical lines
of closely spaced
'crow's foot' rust.

From pit in Baird 191U
centre of funerary Fsirbairn
(?) monument 1927 272,
Sherds of AOC, Fig.5
}<: & circle stamp
impressed beaker.
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'"est Lothian

Cairnpapple S.N. Beaker dec. With S.N.(N2) Pigpott S,
Hill. with bone end impres- beaker from 19U8.

sions in zones defined north grave. 105 f.
by horizontal incised Pig,17:2
lines. Form is like
L.N. Beaker but zone
distribution resembles
N2.
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Site

(e) -;H5RDS RUSTICATED BEAK JR - TYPE UNCERTAIN

Circumstances Ref.Description

ENGLAND & " ALPS

Brecknockshire

Llanigon,
Pen-y-Wyrlod

Small sherds of
beaker; some with
finger nail impressed
ornament.

Derbyshire

Winninglas Farm, Sherd of rusticated
Ryestrone Grange, pottery.

Dorset

Thickthorn Down, Beaker sherds with
Barrow 163a. 'crow's foot' rust.

.orth eltravers, Beaker with mixed
Lheepsleights incised and 'crow's
Quarry. foot'dec.

Hampshire

Brown Condover Beaker with non-

plastic rust.

Hengistbury Head Rim sherd with pinch¬
ed rust.

Moordown Conical bowl with
horizontal pinched
ribs.

Kent

Addington,
Chestnuts Tomb

Sherds with 'crow's
foot' & pinched rust,

Lincolnshire

From chambered
Long Barrow.

Arch. Camb
(1921 )
296.

From barrow. Bateman 1861
61

From upper fin Drew & Pigpott
of ditch of Long 1936 82 f.
Barrow. Secondary
interments in the
mound contained
E Bell beaker.

P.D.N.H.A.S.
LXXXI
(1959) 117

Loose association Hants. F.C.
with L.N. Beaker XVIII (195U)
(S2) 61

Among surface col-Calkin 1951
lection of finds. 62, P1.I:c8
from golf course.

Ibid. P1.I:b

From disturbed Alexander 1961
deposit in megai- Fig.11:12,13.
ithic tomb.

West Keal, Non-plastic rust
Bunkers Gorse. sherds (?)

Arch. J. XCI
(1934) 170
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London
Bow,
Victoria Park,

Norfolk

Arminghall,
Hillborough

fanton arren

A'ormegay

Oxfordshire

North Otoke

PembrokeBhlre

Castle Martin,
Linney Burrows
Barrow A.

Somerset

Cheddar
Chelma Comb,
Soldiers Hole,

Ctogursey,
Wick Barrow,

litshire

Bathampton Down
"yle Barrow

West Kennet
Long Barrow,

Beaker with *crow's
foot' rust.

Found during
digging of foun¬
dations in sandy
gravel.

herds with pinched From bottom of
rust. 2 sherds pinched ditch of 'Henge'

P.. ,/.L.(?e)
II ( ) 350
B.M.

Clark J.O.P,
1935 .% 1936.

rust, beaker.

Cherds dec. with
random pinches.

herds of beaker with
pinched rust.

Small sherds of
finger pinched rust,
beaker.

Found on Romano- N.C.M.

iust. pottery

Pinched rust, beaker

sherd with spaced
finger nail impress¬
ions.

Oherds of rust,
beaker.

herds of beakers
with 'crow's foot'
A nlrtrhp-t* runt.

British site. Inf. N.C.M,

surface finds
Aherds of necked
beaker also found.

N.C.M.

From pit.

From ditch of
Saucer barrow in
which primary
interment con¬
tained a L.N.
beaker (S3)

Inf. N.C.M,

Case 1959 11

Williams 19?6,

From large cave
shelter. Flints
& s pol. flint
axe also found.

Ant. J. VIII
(1928) 20k
B TT <5 <7• \J * iv> • 7 •

^rora barrow hich S.A.S. LIV
produced S & L.N. (Pt.Il)
(02 & 3) beakers (1908) 1-16
1 flints. P1.IX»1?

^rom mound of
barrow.

wheeler 19U3•

Among mixed group Cunnington
of pottery, incl, 1927.
flOC. F B'«, * L.N. PiggOt$ S.
mostly from seccn. 1962 Fig. '\k,
dary fill of
barrow chamber &
from ditch.
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Yorkshire

South Cave

SCOTLAND

"Dumbartonshire

Old Kirkpatrick

Doss & Cromarty

Kilcoy
Carn Glas.

Small sherds of Probably from E.R.A.S. XXV
beaker dec. with grave. (19?6) ^6^
'crow's foot'
(?) rust.

sherds from large Prom short grave Callander 1929
beaker with 'crow's
foot' rust.

Small sherds of
beaker (?) with
'crow's foot'
pinches,

Prom same

deposit in
chambered tomb.

P.. .A.S. XC
(1958)
P1.VIII:1
N.M.A.S.
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A.'PBNDIX IV

? ~:ic it :; on tha continent

Unlike Appendix II, this list includes only sites where

there ie positive evidence of domestic occupation in the form of

'floors' or other features. Small, probably domestic groups of

finds are listed in Appendix V, expecially in Section e.

It is not intended to be a full catalogue of known sites,

but only of sites referred to in the text and of which the writer

has information. It is hoped, however, that it ie representative

for Western Europe.

The same method of tabulation has been followed here as

for the British sites, with the sites under country, province or

department, and municipality or district, in that order.
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France

Pan de Calais '(?) Pell Peaker %
Hardelot undec, sherds, ^lints,

incl. 3 '^reton' type
opivnl arrowheads.

Germany

Bavaria

Berlin

1egeberg,
Heidmoor.

'canty remains of
late Bell Beaker.

Halle

Fr.WeiesenfeLn
Streckau.

Cherds incl. part of
handled Bell Beaker.
A few frags, flint
^rag, of quern,

bone.

Lower saxony

Hamburg,
Boburg. cite
12.

Bell, cord impressed
, & late Single

Grave Beaker sherds,
incl. finger tip
impressed & pinched
rust, sherds.

Boburg ite
30.

Bell £ B (?) Beaker
sherds, incl. finger
tip impressed sherds,

01 dt sloe,
wolkenwehe.

A few sherds E
Beaker.

Bell

Coastal dune site.
Finds from old
land surface.

Mariette
5°3 ff.

1961

Fordlingen Bell Beaker sherds,
Fahermemminppn incl, cord impressed,

incised £ metopic dec.,
uncec. beakers with
rim cordons •% large
beaker with finger tip
impressed cordon.
Flints, A ? pol. stone
axes.

5 pits containing
domestic rubbish
mall E.B.A. ceme¬

tery with flexed
burials above.

Prickhinger.
1937 6ff.

Latest phase of a
multi-phase occupa¬
tion site on lake
side. Mostly TRB.

Cchwabedissen
1953 231f.
1953 30 ff.

^rom a pit. Neumann
62.

1929

Latest phase of
multiphase occupa¬
tion site - mostly
TRB. Sealed by clays
of marine trans¬
gression.

Schindler
1953 Taf.XII:
1 - 30.

Similar
12.

to Site

1955Latest phase of pre- Struve
dorainantly TRB 187.
domestic site on Schvvabedissen.
old lakeside, 1958 ?7 ff.
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i stuhalia

Nr. Kleve,
Keppeln,
Kalbeck.

:(?) Bell Beaker sherd,
& sherds with finder
oinchee.

Nr. Reckling- b. Beaker, incl. fin-
hausen,
Datteln,

crer tip impressed &
'false cord* ribbed
rust, sherds, wlint
waste. Frag, shaft-
hole axe. Frag, daub.

Nr,Reckling¬
hausen,
Kuls.

Sherds with zoned
plastic rust, (NPB
affinities?), <4 with
horizontal smooth ribs
% pinched rust. s.lso
sherd with finger tip
impressed cordon.

Nr, Rees,
Kaldern,
ittenhorat

Dunes,
•Beckersberg'

Unrlec, Bell Beaker,
sherds with herring¬
bone dec,, finger tip
& finger nail impres¬
sion & 'false cord'
ribbed rust, sherds.
Large no. flints <4
ribbed rust, sherds.
Large no. of flints
& flint waste. Lumps
of fired clay.

Netherlands

^renthe

Anlo Bell Beaker - type®
?1b or c. AOc beaker,
BW Beaker, sherds with
herringbone dec, & a
few with 'crow's foot'
rust.

Nr. Anlo,
Gchipborg.

BW Beaker sherds mainly,
a few E Bell Beaker
sherds, <4 a Narrow
mouthed beaker with
rim cordon & all-over
dec. of cuneiform
impressions. Flints,
incl. 'Breton' ogival

Settlement site
on old surface
sealed below
barrow.

Oeriee of oval
pits, c.60cm.
diam. 2 of which
contained Beaker
material. Bite
much disturbed by
later cemetery.

From a domestic
pi t.

An unstratified
grey occupation
layer in sand.
Some residual
material (?) -
microlit) e

Stamp fuss 19li C
122, Abb.9,1

Bell >4
Hoffmann
19J+0

Stampfuss
mo
12U, Abb.
6:10-15.

Ibid.
115-130

Evidently hetero¬
genous group from
multiphase occupa¬
tion site.

".aterbolk 1960
Figs. 29,31.

Series of pits <4 Van der
features consisting 1962
of horse-shoe
shaped discolouration
in sand. Betting of
stake holes, -'vidence
of IBB occupation,
also.

"as Is

h 4 t, arrowhead.
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Foord-Folland

Oustwoud

Overt iseel

Oem,
Tubbergen
Geeeteren.

•; Bell Beaker, incl.
incised dec. sherds;
large pot with pinched
rust, & sherd with
pinched ribs. Flints.

pv Beaker, incl.
grooved sherds.

".ettlement site
below barrow % B.A.
plough soil.
Deposit disturbed.

Van Giffen
1961
Van Regteren
Altena et al,
1962

Large No. of
from beneath
borrow.

sherds Modderman
1955
27 f.

"pid Holland

Hekelingen 3 sherds; 1 with
herringbone dec.,
1 BW? Beaker.

Occupation site
chiefly of
Vlaardingen
culture, but these
sherds may be
associated with
pointed stakes found
in layer above
this.

Modderman
1953
Van Regteren
Altena et al,
196?. 13.

Vlaardingen "herds of 3 F Bell
Beakers, incl, 1
undec, 1 sherd with
'crow's foot' rust.
1 flint scraper.

Associated with
occupation site,
with large patches
of charcoal -

hearths - & stake
holes, incl. part
of a rectangular
hut.

Ibid.
233 ff
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APPENDIX V

RUSTICATED BEAKERS ON THE COITINENT

This is a list of rusticated beakers found in funerary con¬

texts or in isolation, or simply not of certain domestic origin.

Again, it cannot claim to be a full catalogue, but is intended

to be representative and includes all finds of which the writer

has any certain information.

The tentative classification of rusticated beakers on the

continent put forward in Part IV of the main thesis is followed

here as far as possible. t

Section a. comprises beakers which belong or most probably

belong to the groups which Clarke terms AOC and European Beaker,

a group which includes the 'Pan European' or 'Maritime' beakers,

but also all Bell Beakers which are of early type.
1 el-- f*

Section b comprises beakers of Van der Waal's group 2

which bear pinched rustication.

Section c this largely duplicates the more detailed corpus

produced by Lehmann, (1965), but is extended to include more

recent finds published separately, as well as non-Dutch examples.

The term 'Pot Beaker' here is taken to mean any large beaker

found in northern and western Europe which has zoned plastic

rustication and shows an affinity with the Dutch Pot Beakers or

British zoned rusticated Long Necked beakers.

Section d covers rusticated beakers which seem to belong

within the later Bell Beaker or Bell Beaker/Corded rare hybrid

groups, but which cannot yet be more precisely placed. Any
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clues pointing to a possible closer identification are included

in the information given.

Section e is a list of Barbed ire beakers which incorpor¬

ate finger pinched decoration, which were found with Barfred

Wire Beaker sherds.

Section f comprises *Altendorf" beakers, the small but

typologically consistent group which seems to have a connection

with the late Single Grave culture.

Section g comprises small rusticated beakers which seem to

have affinities with the late Single Grave/Corded Ware cultures.

This includes beakers of the Bliedersdorf type, in the strict sense

of those which resemble the eponymous find, and various beakers

which have in common chiefly an identification with the

Westdeutchebecker group.



(a) RUSTICATED BELL BEAKERS

SITE DESCRIPTION

0^ BEAKER

CIRCUMSTANCES REF.

Brittany

Finisterre
Plovan,
Crugou.

Morbihan
Carnac,
Kercado.

Sherd with random

spaced vertical fin¬
ger nail impressions.

2 E Bell beakers of
Breton type; 1 com¬
plete, 1 fragmentary.
Both dec. with 'crow's
foot' rust, in
vertical rows.

Associated with
sherds of devel-

Castillo
1926.

oped Bell beakers. P1.CIV:7

From passage
grave in which
E beakers were

also found.

Riquet et
al. 1963.
80, 83 ff.

Uorbihan
Trinite-sur-Mer
Mane er Roh

Sherd with vertical
rows of
rust.

'crow's foot'
From passage
grave containing
Bell beakers of
Breton type.

Ibid.
81 ff.

France

Bas Rhin
Achenheim

Large Bell beaker dec.
all over with double

Found with E
Bell beaker in

rows of small circular flat grave.

Vendee

Saint-Vincent-
sur-Jard,
'Grand Bouillac'

Yonne
Nr. Auxerre,
Augy.

Germany

Hesse
Friedberg-
Fauerbach

Niederbieber

jabs.

Sherd with 'crow's
foot' rust.

(compare ex.
from Augy. Yonne)

Ibid. 97
Fig.19:U,5

From megalithic Chaigneau &
tomb. Other finds Sachi 1965.
incl. sherds of
Bell beaker and
undec. sherds.

Large Bell beaker
covered with circum¬
flex jabs.

Large, cordoned Bell
beaker, c.10" high,
dec. with oval (fin¬
ger tip?) impressions.

Large beaker decorated
with finger nail rust.

From flat grave
Found with E %
AOC beakers.

Joly 1961
Riquet et al
1963. Fig. c

1,2,3.

Found associated Sangmeister
with beaker of 1951 Taf.1:1
developed European
type. (Middle
Rhine Phase I).
Found associated
with beaker of
developed
TCll2?OT)6Sri •

Clark D.L.
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Lower Saxony

Bergleich

Mr Rotenburg
Helvesiek.

Rhineland
Neuwied.

Schleswig-
Holstein.
Schalkholz.

Westphalia
Hulsten,
Radberg.

Netherlands

Limburg
Nr. Nijmegen,
Mook

Spain

Upper Meseta

Large beaker dec,
with finger nail rust.

Beaker with bone

impressions on
upper half only.

Large rusticated
beaker with finger,
nail rust.

Large beaker dec,
with bone impressions
on upper half only.

Small beaker of slack
bell form, dec, with
'crow's foot' rust.

Small, slack profiled
form dec, with vertio-
al rows of pinches.

Sherd with finger tip
impressed rust.

Pound with beaker Jacob Priesen,
dec, with cord 1939 7^4,
impressions on Figs, 81,82.
upper part only.

Found with bea¬
ker which has
affinities with
British W/MR
type.

Associated with
beaker of devel¬
oped European type.

Probably associ¬
ated with beaker
of developed
European type.

Clarke
19614.

D.L,

Ibid.

Struve 1955
Taf.21:10,11 .

Found below a

late neo/EBA
barrow.

Affinities with
many British
indeterminate
rust, beakers.

Apparently
associated with
sherds of
beakers of the
Meseta type.

Kroll 1938,

Clarke
196h
319

D.L.

Castillo
1928 P1.XXV,
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Netherlands

(b) RUSTICATED VELU^F BFAKFR

Gelderland

Gem. Berg,
de Bijvanck.

Milligen.

1 e
2 beakers type 2 ?
1 with pinched ribs
on neck, & bumps on
body; 1 with comb
impressed dec. on
neck & bumps on body.

1 f
Beaker type 2 , dec.
normally on neck &
shoulder; 3 rows of
pinched bumps round
base. Smaller,
coarser example,
also.

Found filled
with black sub¬
stance in clean
sand.

Found together?

Modderman

1959
285, Pig. 6.

Bursch 1933
Abb. 7U:U.

Nijmegen,
Hazekampje

Small beaker; angular
profile, flared neck.
Simple zoned ribbed
rust.

Clarke D.L.
1961+.
Fig. 318.

Nijmegen

Putten

Gem. Frmelo,
Bpeulde.

Uddelermeer I

Fairly large beaker
with bulbous necked
profile. Simple, 2
zone rust.

2 beakers; type 2^°"^?
middle zone and base
bordered by ' crow's,
foot' pinches: & 2 e(?)
dec. normally on neck,
zone of vertical
pinched ribs round
base.

1 6
Beaker type 2 , dec.
incl, horizontal rows
of finger nail impres¬
sions.

2 beakers type 2^e, 1 Found with
with rows of pinches bracer and tri-
the other with pinched angular arrow-
bumps, both in zones head.
round base; otherwise
with comb impressed
dec.

Ibid.
Fig. 32

Bursch 1933
Taf. 111:9,11

Glasbergen
1955. No.1+1.

Bursch 1933
Taf. 11:5,6
Table V62.
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Uddelermeer

Wijchen I

Wijchen II

Limburg

Middelaar

Zuld Holland

Hillegom

Beaker of Veluwe type
with pinched rust,
on lower body.

Beaker of Veluwe type
of pinches in zone
round base.

Jf3 beakers type 2 ,

1 tall, narrow, with
rows of pinches; 2
with pinched bumps;
all in zones round
base.

Bowl dec. with
finger tip imp¬
ressions found
nearby.

Van der Waals
& Glasbergen
1959. Pig. 17

Bursch 1933
Taf. 11:2
Table Sfi.

Ibid.
Taf.111:12,13,
15, 16.
Table S9.

Beaker of Veluwe type, Van der Waals
dec. with pinched <5fc Glasbergen
bumps. 1959. fig.21.

Beaker with pinched Sand dune find. Bursch 1933.
bumps in zone round P1.II:10
base. Table W2
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(c) POT

Belgium

Llmburg

Lommel

Lommel,
Weijerkense
Bergen.

Overpelt,
]")orperheide.

Germany

Hesse

Bebra

Lower Saxony

3 sherds with rather
careless finger nail
rust. .Appears to be
rim of TPB.

TPB

Body sherds from large
coarse vessel, dec,
with finger pinches in
vertical rows.

Large beaker similar
to NPB in form.
Slightly unusual dec.
of widely spaced
vertical ribs round
lower body.

Gem. Cchmarbecl^?sherds, apparently
Ober-Ohe. from 2 beakers with

pinched rust., zoned
with horizontal grooves.

Gem,
"■lefelstede,
Dringenberg.

Westphalia

Sherds with zoned plas¬
tic rust. Some look
to have Pot Beaker
affinities, others more
like British rust. L.N.
beaker.

Nr. Geldern, Large beaker with pro-
"innekendonk. file like type 21d, 3

zones of pinched ribs.
NPB affinities.

Found on site
where podsol
had been removed
by wind erosion.

Marien 19*48.
3*+f. Fig.32.

Found in alluvial Ibid,
deposit at foot of 33
sand dune.
Accompanied by
frags, of blackened
wood.

Ibid.
3Uf.
Fig. 33

Dredged from
gravel. Remains
of blackened
material inside.

Uenze 1961
1f. Taf.1.

From barrow in
which no burial

Stegen 195*4
271 No.U
Abb. 1: *+, 5 .#

Ibid.
Taf. 36.

Found intact, Clarke D.L.
close to a beaker 196*4
similar to Fig. 321
British N./D
type.
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Leverkusen- Sherds of 2 beakers,
Schlebusch, 1 with NPB, the other
Rosenberg. with TPB affinities.

Nr. Mors, Rim sherd with NPB Prom mound of
Rhenberg.12. affinities. barrow in

barrow cemetery.

Nr. Sherd with zone of
Recklinghausen impressions, bordered
Herten, by pinched ribs.
Site 2.

Netherlands

Gelderland

Gem. Apeldocm N.BB.
Hunneschans.

Found outside a

levelled Bell
Beaker barrow.

Gem.Aoeldoorn, NPB
Uddel.

Pound while dig¬
ging trench for
shooting lodge.

Gem Barneveld TPB
Stroe.

Gem. Barneveld,TPB
Stroese 2and

Gem Barneveld BPB
Voorthuizen

Prenthe
Gem Borger, 2NPB Prom burial chamber

Bronneger of Hunebed D21.
Apparently dated
from late in tomb's
period of use.
Bell beaker &
T.R.B. pottery
also.

Kersten 1938
Taf. 12:1-6

Stampfuss
19^0
122, Abb,5:5

Ibid. 122,
Abb.6:1,2.

Van Giffen
1930 P1.118:22
Lehmann 1965
No.11

Stampfuss
1929
P1.XII:155
Lehmann 19&5
No. 9

Ibid No.U

Bursch 1933
Abb.7^:2
Be Laet 1958.
P1.26
Lehmann 19&5
No. 2

5tampfuss
1929
Taf .XII: 1i|
Lehmann 1965
No.20.

Van Giffen
1927
P1.15^:87,89
1930
P1.118:23.2U
Bursch 1933
57,62.
Lehmann 1965
Nos. 6,7.



ix

C-elderland

Prie,
Drieseberg

NPB. not unlike ex.

from Winnedendonk.
slight resemblance also,
to form and zone

distribution on British
beaker from Somersham.

Ede TIB

Gem.Ede,
Lunteren

NPB

Gem. Ede,
Wiskeromse
Zand.

BPB

Gem.Zrmelo
Speulde

NPB

Nr. Kootwijk
Kerkdellen

Putten
Nr. Huinen.

NPB

2NPB's

Putten NPB

Putten,
Nr. Huinen,
Poolse
Priesten

Sherds of 2 NPB's;
also rim sherds of
large vessel with
finger tip rust; sherds
of necked beaker with
grooved & jabbed rust.

Pound inverted
in pit or grave.
Veluwe beaker,
also inverted,
found in another
pit 2 metres away.

Lehmann
1967c
I63f. Figs.3,h

Found in bell Bursch 1933
barrow, in secon- Taf,V:6
dary position. Lehmann 1965
Central grave No.3
containing type
2^ e beaker &
small rust, sherd.s

Sherds found on

moorland. No
sign of pit
discovered.

Found separately
one of them

during road
works.

Lehmann 1965,
No.ii

Lehmann 1965
No. 21

Lehmann 196h

Lehmann 1965
No.8.

Bursch 1933
Taf.7U:1
Van der Waals
& Glasbergen
1959 Fig.18
Lehmann 1965
No.10

Bursch 1933
Abb.7U:3
Lehmann 1965
No.13.

Site of fire¬
break, to depth
of 30cm. Sherds
incl. Veluwe
beaker; flints.
Probably domes¬
tic. No trace of
any features.

Lehmann 1967c
I65f.
Figs. 6-9



X

Velp NPB

Limhurg

Roermond Sherd NFS (?) with
holes bored under rim,

Noord-Holland

Huizen NPB

Laren TPB

Overi .Issel

Denekamp,
Nutterveld,II

BPB

Utrecht

Nr. Maarn NPB

Found inverted
in shallow pit.

Found in sand
pit.

Found in sand
pit with Beaker
sherds.

Found in second¬
ary position in
barrow of which
central grave
contained a Bell
beaker.

Many barrows in
district.

Hulst 1966

Bursch 1933
5k,

Bursch 1933
Taf. V: 3
Lehmann 19&5
No.17

Lehmann 1965.
No.5

Lehraann 1965
No. 19

Stampfuss 1 9?9
P1.XII:16
Bursch 1933
kh
Lehmann 1965
No.15



.A. J.

(d) RUSTICATED B 'AK .KG - ''I.C 'IL ' NSOU.

Belgium

Limburg

Lommel

Germany

Hesse

Marburg,
Neustadt,

Lower Gaxony

Bentheim,
Bauershausen

Hannover,
Coldingen.

Hammah

Leer,
Holte

Osnabruck

Sherds of S. profiled
beaker, sharply carin-
ated, with tall narrow
neck. Zoned dec, with
finger nail or crescent
stamp & other impres¬
sions.

2 large beakers, sim¬
ilar to British rust,
E Beaker. 1 with
'crow's foot' rust.,
the other with bone
end impressions.

Large sherds with rect¬
angular impressions
in rows.

A few Bell beaker (?)
sherds, dec. with
crescent stamp
impressions.

Small rim sherd with
straight profile, dec.
with rows of finger
pinches.

Thick walled sherds dec.
with rows of finger
cinches.

Mar i en 19*+6
129 Fig. 26.

Sherds dec. with plastic
finger pinches; 1 with
horizontal pinched rib.
Large vessels with
finger tip impressed
cordons.

From sand dune
site. Probably
domestic.

Uenze 1961
Taf.2:c-f.

Found together Otegen 195*+
in isolation. 271 Taf.35:1,2

Struve 1955.

Found with ' Tiefst-Stegen 195*+
ichkeramik'. 27? No. 6.

From sand under Ibid,
peat. Burnt flint Abb.U:1
& flint flakes
nearby - domes¬
tic?

Found during
dredging.

Ibid.
272 No.11
Abb.1:3

Stray find. Ibid.
273 No.15
Abb.1:2



xii

Osnabruck,
Sedanstraese.

Verden,
Narthausen.

Vesermunde
Wehden.

Rhineland

Andernach,
"eissenturm.

Bitburg,
Preist,
'Ringmauer'

"estphalia

Aachen,
< ♦

Markthugel

2 small sherds dec.
with finger nail impres¬

sions.

Sherds with triangular
stamp impressions.

Large sherds dec. with
rows of deep stamp
impressions.

3 beakers with
nail rust.: at

finger
least 1— ~ — ~

with horizontal flat
'ribbing' in 'false
cord' technique.

Beaker with s profile;
horizontal ribs & rows

of creseent impressions
on neck; at least 1
row of crescent

impressions on neck;
at least 1 row of
crescent impressions
on belly.

Found
ithic

in megal-
tomb.

Stray find.

^rom Gallery
grave.

Clarke attri¬
butes these to
Middle Rhine
group on grounds
of form & dec.

Rim/neck sherd, with holes
bored below rim. Dec.
of horizontal incised
Dec. of horizonatl incised
lines, broken by finger
nail impressions.

Geilenkirche- Rim sherd, concave curved; Dune site,
Heinsberg. dec. with rows of bone
Teverner Heide aid impressions.

Nr. Koln Beaker with finger nail
decoration.

Nr. Rees,
Haldern,
Rbbersberg/
Sommersberg.

1 sherd with single hor¬
izontal row of
foot' rust.

Dune site,
' crow's

Ibid.
272 No.11*.

Ibid.
275 No.20

Ibid.
275 No.21

Grimes 1960
196
Clarke D.L.
1961*.

Scattered on old
surface & below
wall of hill fort.
Also, several
sherds, pnobably
neo.; 3 quartzite
axes, & flint
flakes.

T.Z.XIV
(1939) 200
Abb.2.

Kersten 1938
71 .

Kersten,r 1938
71, Taf.12:12

Stsmpfuss 1929
Taf. XI:/*
Struve 1955

Stampfuss 19U0
122 Abb.5:2



xiii

Nr. Rees,
Ha Idem,
ittenhorst.

Selm.

eeze

"iedenbruck

Netherlands

Drenthe

Aalden,
Gelpenberg.

Drouwen D19

Fxlo D30

Sherds with pinched &
pinched ribbed rust.;
also, sherds with
closely spaced cord
impressed 'maggot'
dec.

Small barrel shaped
beaker dec. with
'crow's foot' rust,
all over.

2 sherds of beaker with
spaced pinched rust.

Large vessel with pro¬
file resembling a TPB.
Dec. all over with oval
impressions forming
herring-bone pattern.
Large, mixed group of
pottery, incl. rust,
stated to resemble Pot
Beakers from Bronneger.

Dune sites.
Mostly from top-
soil of sand
pit.

From grave cut¬
ting a double
ring ditch from
which came BW
beaker sherds.

Large s profiled Beaker
very similar to TPB in
form. Upper half dec.
with narrow zones of cord
impressed & incised
'ladder' pattern &
lower part with rows of
finger nail impressions
strong 'corded ware'
affinities.

by
of

a

the

Found in rect¬

angular timber
lined pit -

grave?

From Hunebed.
Other pottery in¬
cludes Zoned
Beaker, but
mostly TRB.

From first floorPart of beaker similar
to that from Preist, with of Hunebed; also
rows of finger nail pottery of
impressions between '"egalithic'
slight ribs on neck. culture.

Kersten 1938.
71, Taf.12:7-1
Stampfuss 19UC
122, Abb.5-1

Struve 1955
Taf.2h:8
Smith 1955
39.

Stampfuss 19^4C
122 Abb.5:7,8.

From pit below a
sparse scatter of
sherds in a low
sand hill
tributary
Fms.

La nge
1959.

Modderman
1957

Van Giffen
19?7 89,91
Bursch 1933
95.

Van Giffen
1927.220,225.
Text fig,9:25



XIV

Havelte D53 Gherd of large beaker
with shallow.S profile
dec. with oblique fin¬
ger nail impressions
in rows between horiz¬
ontal incised lines.
Rim sherd with double
cordon and all over

finger nail rust.

Prom Hunebed,
between floors A
& B. Other pottery
mostly TRB. Also
sherds from pots
with finger tip
impressed & wave
moulded rim cordons.

Van Giffen
1927 U3U.151
P1.15U:37,72
?6,80

Gem. Vries,
?eijen,
Turn. I

Small sherds with
plastic finger tip
rust, sherd with rows
of rectangular
impressions.

Stray finds in
body of barrow
mound. Undec.
sherds also.

Van Giffen
1930
58, Abb. 1+2.

Gelderland

Gem.
Apeldoorn
Hoog-Soeren,
'Kloosberg'

Sherd dec. all over

with plastic finger
tip rust.

Prom mound of
barrow.

Van Giffen
1937,
Afg.12:a

Puid-Veluwe
Belgische
Kamp

'crow1s2 sherds with
foot' rust, 2 with
finger tip impressions.
Bell Beaker affinities?

Clarke D.L.
1961).

Buesburger &
Ederheide

Sherd with 'crow's
foot' rust, sherd with
triangular jabs; 2
sherds with pinched
ribs.

Ibid.

Ede,
Ginkelsche
Heide

rherds from beaker,
probably with weak S
profile. Dec. with
small bone end
impressions,

Found on ploughed
field.

Lehrnann 1967b
161, Fig.4.

Epe, H.I. A single rust, sherd. Prom barrow mound Bursch 1933
25.

Ermelo H XIV Sherd of large beaker
dec. with large tri¬
angular impressions.

Among scatter of
sherds in barrow
mound. Other types
include cord

impressed & B.W.
(?) Beaker.

Remouchamps
1923. 1-26
Taf. XV:6
Bursch 1933

Heerde 6 Rust, sherds (descri- Scattered at foot
bed as 'Pot Beaker') of barrow mound.

Remouchamps
1928.



XV

Gem Leusden,
Leusderheide

Gem.
NiJmegen.

Nol in t'
Boseh.

Gem. Renkum,
Keijenberg.

Wekerom

Gem.
Varseveld,
Swarte Moor.

Overi.lssel

Steenwijk-
erwold,
Eeze, Turn.
VII.

Large beaker; wide
mouthed, shallow S
profile;

Pound inverted in
a sand track.

'crow's foot'
rust.. & horizontal
smooth ribs at neck.

Rust, sherds 'possibly
Pot Beaker'.

Prom near ring
ditch of levelled
barrow, alongside
sherds of Beaker
type 21c.

Gem.Nijmegen
Roman Camp,

Beaker with weak S
profile & slight foot,
dec. with circle stamp
impressions all over.
P.P./Bell Beaker
hybrid?

Prom below pre-
Roman cart track.

Poo ted bowl with circle
stamp impressions in 2
zones divided by in¬
cised lines. P.P.B.
derivative (?).

Concave profiled sherd
with 'crow's foot' rust,
in vertical lines.
P beaker affinities?

Squat, S profiled,
footed beaker with jab¬
bed ded. in 3 zones.
P.P./Bell Beaker
hybrid?

Sherds with finger
tip & finger nail
impressions.

Prom barrow
mound.

Modderman
1955 UO,
Pig. 7

Lehmann
2k

Plzinga 1961+
Afb. 7a.

Sherds with triangu- From barrow mound
lar jabbed or impressed Veluwe beaker from
dec. same site.

Bursch 1933
58, 11U

Elzinga 1961*
Afb. 7

Clarke D.L.
1961*.

Elzinga 196U
Afb. 8

Van Giffen
1930 53.
Taf.103:87,89,
914,98.

Costmarsum A few rust, sherds. Scattered in
H.III barrow mound.

Bursch 1933.



xvi

(e) RUlTICATwP BARB"; I) '.IRE P\AKER

Germany

estphalia

Nr. Coesfeld, BW Beaker, incised &
Borgenberge, impressed sherds.
Segelflugpla tz.

Gronau. BW Beaker, ribbed
(false cord tech¬
nique) & impressed
sherds.

Nr. Minden,
Petershagen.

BW, pinched, ribbed
(some 'false cord')
pinched, finger tip
impressed (incl. wave
moulded cordon) &
impressed sherds.

Nr. Reckling— Sherd bearing BW and
hausen, finger tip plastic
Haltern. rust; sherd with

spaced finger nail
impressions, & sherd

zoned hybrid beaker.

Nr. Reckling- BV. Beaker & finger tip
hausen, impressed sherds.
Herten South.

Netherlands

Drenthe

Gasteren
Turn.h3.

Numerous sherds BW,
grooved & impressed
pottery.

Probable domestic
group.

Probable domestic
group.

Probable domestic
group

Probable domestic
group.

Probable domestic
group.

Prom mound of
barrow which seals
old plough soil.

Prom barrow.
Celderland
Gem. Appeldocrn BI? beaker, footed _ _

Garderen with lopsided S profile Probably not from
H.IV handled; 2 rows of grave. Pound near

'crow's foot' rust. rust, sherds,
round base.

Hoffman 19n0
183, Abb.2.

Ibid.
183, Abb.I

Ibid.
183, Abb.3

Starapfuss 19ii-0
1?U,Abb.6:7,8,
9.

Ibid.
12U,Abb.6:3,U,
5,6.

Harsema &
Ruiter 1966

Bursch 1933
Taf.IV:9
Modderman 1955
37, Pig.Ii:6.



XVI1

Gem.
Appeldoorn
wieeel.

Ermelo

BW beaker with profile
like Veluwe beaker,
'crow's foot' rust,
round rim; zone of
finger tip impres¬
sions round lower
body.

2 BW beakers, both
footed, 1 with
finger pinches round
foot.

Prom secondary
position in
barrow.

Bursch 1933
Taf.111:8
Modderman 1955
37, Pig, h:5

l^odderman
1959b.



xviii

(f) 'ALTFNGQRP1 B'LAKERS

Germany

Hesse

Gem. Lohne,
Guschen.

.herds of large beakers; R'om stone cist
1 high shouldered
shallow S profile, rim

grave,

cordon, & 'crow's
foot' rust, on upper
part; 1 with spaced
rows of fingers pin¬
ches.

Nr.Wolfhageft, Large beaker with
Altendorf. high shouldered S

profile, dec. all
over with 'crow's
foot' rust.

Prom stone cist
grave which also
contained sherds
of cord dec.
beaker.

Lower Saxony
tt

Nr.Bremervorde sherds of large vessel
Twistenbostel dec. with finger nail

impressions.

Nr. Harburg,
/•ppel-
Oldendorf

Large beaker with high
shouldered, shallow S

Found inverted in
sandy soil.

profile & small foot,
dec. on upper half
with finger pinches.

Nr.Neustadt,
Hsperke

Large beaker S pro¬
file with sagging
body and small foot;
2 rim cordons. Finger
pinched dec. all over.

Nr. Stade,
Agathenburg

Lajpge beaker with finger
nail dec. probably
belongs with this group.

Nr. S ta de,
Hammah.
Stelnkam-

mergrab 12.

Large beaker with shallow From megalithic
S profile; dec. with tomb, chamber.

U broad butted
pol. flint axes.

'crow's foot' rust.

Uenze 1961
Taf .La,5a,5b.

Struve 1955
132
Uenze 1961 8.

Allegedly found in
megalithic tomb.

Stegen 195^
271.

Wegewitz i960
12f.Taf,2:b.

Jacob Friesen
1959
Struve 1955
Taf ,2k'.k.

Struve 1955
132.

P.Z.XV(1928)
33,Abb.5b.
Weggewitz 19US
25, Abb.26.
Stegen ^95k,
273
Struve 1955,
132.



xix

(e) VALl'i RUSTICAT E B ?-AK ' ITH SINGLE GRAY -/CORDED

WARE A f,0CIATI0N3 OP AFFINITIES

Germany

Hesse

Kassel/Land
region,
A1tenbauna

•S profiled beaker with
small foot. Upper half
dec, with rows of fin¬
ger tip impressions.

Ctaa tsfor st-
Melzungen.

Barrel shaped beaker
with everted rim,
'False cord' dec,,
either incised or

finger nail
impressed.

Lower Saxony

Harburg,
Grauen

Ovoid, footed beaker
(rim missing), dec,
with finger pinches.

Nr. Oldenburg, S profiled beaker with
Brummelhoop. slight foot. Rows of

'crow's foot' dec,
round neck only.

Nr•Rotenburg. Barrel shaped vessel
Helvesiek with small handle

near rim & rim
cordon. Dec, all
over with finger tip
impressions.

Nr, Stade, Wide mouthed, footed
Bliedersdorf. beaker, dec. with

rows of finger nail
impressions on
upper half only.

Nr. rtade,
Dienste.

Beaker very similar
to Bliedersdorf ex.

dec. with impressions
on neck only.

Affinities with
the Vestdeut-
schebecher group.

Attributed to
Single Grave
culture.

From megalithic
grave, dating from
late phase of
tomb's use.

From stone cist
grave.

Sangmeister
1951 Taf.XII:
10.

' fi schgra tenbecher'
affinities

Ibid.
Taf.XII:12.

Fbert Reallex,
VIII Taf.30
Struve 1955
131.

Struve 1955
131, Taf.21+: 9

Jacob-Friesen
1959 Abb. 51+.

Wegewitz 19^9
11f, Taf.7:1

Wegewi tz 191+9
Taf.7:3.



Rhineland

Nr. Koblenz,
Urmitz.

Westphalia

Beaker of Bliedersdorf
type, with cylindrical
foot, everted rim, St
dec. of rows of finger
nail impressions on
upper part of body.

Nr. Coesfeld
Haltern.

Nr. Rees
Hamminkeln.

Wide mouthed beaker
with cylindrical foot,
dec. with rows of finger
nail impressions round
rim, lower body •% foot.

Numerous sherds from
p<bt with ' tannenzweig'
dec. done with finger
nail.
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Fig.27: Hockwold, 'Oaks'Site 69. Mildenhall ware.
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Fig.28: Hockwold, 'Oaks'Site 69. Food Vessel sherds.
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Fig.29: Hockwold, Field 466?'Beaker floor



Fig.30: Hockwold, Site 93.
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Pig.31: Hockwold, Site 93.
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Fig.32: Hockwold,'Oaks'Site.
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Fig.33: Hockwold, 'Oaks' Site.



Fig.34: Hockwold; a :Site 69; b-h:Site 93-



Fig.35: Chippenham, Barrow V.
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Fig.36: America Farm, Newark, Peterborough.



Fig.37: a-d:America Farm. Newark, Peterborough;
e-g:Fifty Farm, Mildenhall; h:'Sahara\ Lakenheath.



Fig.38: Edingthorpe. a-d:Field 64, Site 9; g-i: Field 63, Site I IB.
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Fig.39: Edingthorpe. a,b: Field 64, Site7; c: Field 64, Site 5;
d-f: Field 64 Site8.
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Fig.40: Cottage Field, Wattisfield.
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a-c: Cottage Field, Wattisfield;
d-e: Neutral Farm, Butley; f-g: Fakenham.



Fig.42:a,b : Martlesham Plantation;
c,d: Woolverstone Park.
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Fig.44: Witton.
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Fig.45: Hallsford, Essex.


